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FADE IN:


	1  EXT. WASHINGTON D.C. - MORNING  1


OVERHEAD SHOTS of the busy streets of the nation's capital. We REST INDIVIDUALLY on the Washington Monument, the Lincoln Memorial, the Franklin Roosevelt Memorial, Capitol Hill, and finally The White House. We PAN DOWN before FREEZE FRAME. The voice over goes on through this entire opening, as do the OPENING CREDITS.


BLAKE (VO)
In the three and a half years Richard Keller has been President, this country has been in a remarkably sad state of affairs. Economic recession, increased terrorist threat and activity, and rampant mistrust of our government. The Republicans promised then that they would deliver solutions to all of these problems, and all they have done is sit on their backsides. That's why here today in my hometown of Pittsburgh, I am announcing my intention to seek the Democratic nomination for President of the United States!...


DISSOLVE TO:


	2  INT. THE CHATEAU DE LAURANT - NIGHT  2


It's a fancy French restaurant. Alot of movers and shakers enjoy the food here. At one table is JOSEPH BLAKE, a rotund, fantasy of a man with expressive features and a deep, soothing voice. Sitting with him is the attractive and soft-spoken Irish girl, CHRISTINE KIRKE. Both are young for politics, in their late thirties or early forties.


CHRISTINE
Are you ordering steak tonight?


BLAKE
No, I'm thinking about the chicken breast. What are you gonna have?


CHRISTINE
I want the Mediterranian salad.


BLAKE
They put like spicy cheese in that, don't they?


CHRISTINE
Yeah.


The waiter comes over and takes thier orders. When he leaves, there is a long awkward silence. 


BLAKE
Alright, what's going on? You're never this quiet.


CHRISTINE
Joe, I'm a Republican Senator from Michigan. You are a contender for the Democrats' Presidential nomination. I have no interest in being First Lady, and I only stay in a relationship that has a serious chance to go somewhere.


BLAKE
What are you talking about? The fact is, it doesn't matter what you are. It's who you are. I love you. That's a fact.


He reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out a box of goobers (chocolate covered peanuts). He opens the box noisily and a few people stare. He takes a handful, pops them back into his mouth, before replacing the box in his pocket.


CHRISTINE
You've gotta take it easy on those. They're not healthy.


BLAKE
Well, neither am I. Will you do me a favor, dear? Just think it over. Don't make a gut reaction. Tomorrow, I'm back in Iowa for the campaign. 


CHRISTINE
I can't, Joe. We just have to call it off and try and stay friends.


His face falls.


BLAKE
If that's how you feel about it... I'm sorry it didn't work out. Could we just enjoy our meal together without it becoming awkward?


CHRISTINE
Yes, we can.


Just as that exchange finishes, a middle aged man with a proper posture enters the restaurant and speaks silently with the matire'd. He then quickly walks over to the table. He is SAMUEL WILSON, the Chief of Blake's Staff, and he is also an Englishman. His face reveals sophistication, normally beyond politics.


WILSON
(Low)
Senator, we must get to Iowa immidiately.


BLAKE
(Low)
Why? What's the problem?


WILSON
(Low)
The AFL-CIO is holding thier endorsement dinner ahead of schedule. Your bill on the floor in the Senate right now is under certain attacks, and I think we should get there before Governor Donaldson steals the thunder and gets the endorsement.


Blake thinks a moment.


BLAKE
Alright. Donaldson's in New Hampshire right now, so we would have a good start if we left now. Call Cal and get only essential campaign members on the flight.


WILSON
Right away.


BLAKE
Also, have a car take Senator Kirke to her home in Chevychase, and make sure my good tuxedo is onboard. I'll change mid-flight.


WILSON
As good as done.


Wilson quickly rushes off and begins calling on multiple cell phones.


CHRISTINE
Before you go, answer me this...


BLAKE
Sure.


CHRISTINE
Why is your Chief of Staff an Englishman?


BLAKE
He keeps time, babe. Nobody sticks to a schedule like the British. (Beat) I'll see ya around, kid.


He walks off as Wilson and his Secret Service attachment walk with him.


CUT TO:


	3  INT. AFL-CIO ENDORSEMENT DINNER - NIGHT  3


All of the Democratic candidates sit on the rostrum. The EMCEE is at the podium. We get a shot of the backstage where Wilson and another man, handsome and about the same age as Blake watches. He is CAL LEWIS. TIGHT ON the two men. Cal leans in to speak with Wilson.


LEWIS
(Quiet)
I spoke with the officers of the union. It's in the bag.


WILSON
So, he's going to think his speech won them over and not realize what you did?


LEWIS
Absolutely. But we both know speeches don't win endorsements, Mr. Wilson.


WILSON
Then why do I bother to hire speechwriters at all?!


LEWIS
Because it's your job, and because you want him to look good.


There is a long beat in which Wilson just stares at the jocular Lewis.


WILSON
(Quietly)
Damn you. Damn you!


BACK TO SHOT.


EMCEE
Brothers, allow me to introduce to you the final candidate speaking tonight. He's the junior Senator from Pennsylvania. The son and grandson of steelworkers, and raised in union-friendly Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Here is Senator Joe Blake!


Blake stands and waves to the crowd before standing at the podium.


BLAKE
Thank you, members of the AFL-CIO, and Mr. Henry for the kind introduction. I would first like to acknowledge that I'm from a union family, so I can empathize and understand your plight better than any of my collegues here today. I know about hard times.


TIME ELAPSE: Blake is giving his speech. We're now at the end.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
Hard times are when a textile worker with a family gets laid off, and can't afford to pay for food for his six kids! When an autoworker has worked at his job for nearly thirty years, and his supervisor comes up to him, gives him a gold watch, and then kicks him out on his rear saying "Sorry man, a computer just took your place"!... I want you all to know that right now, I'm reaching out with the same respect that unions showed my dad and grandad when they protected thier jobs from the recessions of the fifties and seventies! It's time I repay you! I promise to be the working man's President with your help and support, we can make it happen! Thank you, and I love you all!


The crowded gallery bursts into a loud applause. 


DISSOLVE TO:


	4  INT. NEWS STUDIO - NIGHT  4


Inside a plush and comfortable news studio, a craggily expressioned news anchor who appears older than he is, JOHN YONAME sits behind his desk giving the news in a serious tone.


YONAME
In Presidential news, it looks like the Democrats have decided on a savior to defeat President Keller this November. Joe Blake, the junior Senator from Pennsylvania, and appropriately enough, a bachelor, has taken a commanding lead in polls in early states. (Long Beat) Guys, that bachelor joke wasn't funny. I mean, who the hell would get a James Buchanan reference? Do any of you actually know that the only people who are watching right now?!


TECHNICIAN (OS)
John, you're still on the air!


YONAME
(Irritated)
I thought the cue to go to Brock was me to give the long pause and shuffle the script pages...


TECHNICIAN (OS)
That's news to me, John.


YONAME
Well, for those of the viewing audience who are still with us... Here's Brock Wilhelm...


DISSOLVE TO:


	5  INT. NEWS ROOM - NIGHT  5


SUPERIMPOSED: NOVEMBER 6TH... ELECTION DAY.


We're back in the newsroom, but this time, there's a huge map of the United States. There are lots of states colored in blue and only a few colored in red. We PAN OUT to reveal Yoname behind his desk. He looks slightly more haggard and his hair has grayed a little more.


YONAME (CONT'D)
...And so to recap, Joe Blake, the Senator from Pennsylvania, is now the youngest President-elect in U.S. history, just thirty-nine years old. His Vice-President, Kate Andrews of Arkansas, also the first female elected to the Vice-Presidency, is just thirty-six. This is the youngest ticket in electoral history, and they have taken victory, as you have just seen President Keller concede defeat not more than fifteen minutes ago...


CUT TO:


	6  EXT. PITTSBURGH - SAME  6


Cheering throngs stand in the snow to catch a glimpse of the new ticket take the podium. Most of the staff stands on the makeshift stage, ready to greet them. New faces include Cal's wife, JENNIFER LEWIS, a vivacious and social woman. Also there is an old man with white hair, and a graceful demeanor, Senator RICHARD MARTEL, and a nervous looking, scarecrowish man, PAUL RUSSELL. Just as the throng reaches thier fever pitch, onto the rostrum emerge Blake and KATE ANDREWS, a false smile is painted across her face, and she makes short little waves with disdain in her eyes. Blake relishes attention and is really in the moment. He leaves Kate on her own to reach down and slap hands with spectators, much to the Secret Service chagrin. He then heads over to the others on stage. He shakes hands with Russell, Michael Wilson, and Martel who both offer their congratulations, then he goes to Cal and gives him a huge hug, followed by a friendly kiss on the cheek from Jennifer.


BLAKE
You got me elected, Cal! Thanks for all you've done.


LEWIS
My pleasure, Joey! That speech you gave in the hotel was great!


BLAKE
Thanks! Y'know, Jennifer, you look stunning tonight!


JENNIFER
Thanks Joe, I appreciate that.


LEWIS
Y'know Joey, not all that long ago, they would've damned us for being married. I'm sure glad all that's changed.


Cal gives Jennifer a kiss on the cheek as Joe interacts with the crowd to "Real American" by Rick Derringer. Joe grabs the portable mic and shouts into it...


BLAKE
Thank you, Pittsburgh!... Thank you, America!...


He is being mobbed. All the while, Kate stands off to the side not liking all the attention he gets, and it shows.


TIGHT ON: Kate's icy expression.


CUT TO:


	7  INT. LIMO - NIGHT  7


Inside, Joe, Cal, and Kate are all sitting. She looks over the newspapers and studies her picture. Joe is staring out the window, and the car is silent before we hear the opening of a champagne bottle. Cal pours three glasses and hands one to the newly elected President and Vice-President.


LEWIS
I thought we could celebrate a little bit. The airport is only a little ways off.


BLAKE
Sounds good.


LEWIS
A toast to your administration!


BLAKE & ANDREWS
Thank you.


They drink.


LEWIS
Well, now that it's all over, I'm going to resign my spot on the National Committee...


BLAKE
Damn right, you will. To be my Secretary of State!...


There is a hush before protests are heard.


ANDREWS
Mr. President, don't you think that it would cause somewhat of a problem in the media?...


LEWIS
Yes, besides, I want to get back to my law firm in New York...


BLAKE
Who, dare I ask, is more qualified to be Secretary of State?... Holding all important foreign policy positions in the House?... Having been an Ambassador to France... Having been an attache to the U.N., and speaks seven different languages?... I think the choice for you is clear. Especially with Europe's political climate. Cal has all the necessary connections that we need, unlike someone else who would have to make them.


ANDREWS
What about the other reigons of the world, especially Asia. May I remind you sir that Mr. Lewis and the Japanese Ambassador nearly got into a scuffle on the House floor.


Blake brushes her off while Lewis smiles recalling the incident.


BLAKE
Undersecretaries will be appointed with strong Asian ties. I'm not concerned.


LEWIS
Listen Joe, the public doesn't know, but you do. My marraige is failing. Jennifer really needs more attention from me. The appointment is very thoughtful, but...


BLAKE
I spoke with Jennifer, and she agreed to be White House hostess. Now, you'll both move down here immidiately, and sell your apartment in New York.


LEWIS
It's a loft.


BLAKE
I am the new leader of the free world, and you still correct me?


LEWIS
I did it when we were younger and thinner. I'll do it now.


BLAKE
Younger maybe... Thinner is a different story.


He pats his belly and smiles.


ANDREWS
Oh, before I forget, Mr. Wilson gave me this folder to give to you.


She hands Blake the manila folder. He leafs through it thoughtfully.


BLAKE
These are this week's appointments. Tomorrow is a meeting and photo-op for both of us, Mrs. Andrews. We're meeting with former President Gardener. After that, we plan for the ball and the transition. Not much, really. I need to get to my old office and clean out.


LEWIS
I'll tell Sam. I'm sure he'll arrange everything with the pilot and get you a driver. I wonder how the Republicans are taking it, tonight.


CUT TO:


	8  INT. HOTEL BALLROOM - NIGHT  8


The supporters of President Keller's campaign continue to mill around the ballroom. There is a distinct feeling of depression in the air. We come to FOCUS ON one particular table. Sitting at it is an older man with a diminishing hairline and an angry expression in his eyes. He looks like he could be the devil, himself. Rather, he is MICHAEL KING, Speaker of the House. He sits silently cracking his knuckles. Walking by is a large man with a cherubian face and graying hair. He is RICHARD LINIGHT. 


LINIGHT
Real shame about tonight, Mike.


KING
Yeah it is, Richard. Thanks for all your service in Indiana. The midwest was one of our stronger points thanks to you.


LINIGHT
I'm sorry it couldn't be more, Mr. Speaker. It just comes down to Keller I guess. He wasn't a strong President. Maybe next time we can pick up a better candidate?


KING
Yeah. Well, Senator, I'll talk to you later. It's late and I need to get back to my office.


The two men shake hands, and King gets up from the table and heads towards the exit.


CUT TO:


	9  INT. HALLWAY - SAME  9


King walks down the hallway, seemingly waiting for someone. The only sound in the air are his footsteps on the marble floor. The long hallway is completely empty, save for the footsteps of another man coming down the stairs. When the man turns the corner, King smiles and gives his hand. As they shake we finally get a good look at the other man. Tall and thin, and wearing a dark blue suit. He looks like somebody of importance. He is in fact Senator JAMES "TURK" RIGGS.


KING
Well Turk, I didn't think we'd see you tonight.


RIGGS
I didn't think so either. The reson I'm here is because I got a call from a contact who told me to meet him up in his room.


KING
And?...


RIGGS
Well, it looks like Blake will give the State Department to Cal Lewis...


KING
Ah. Well, Lewis is very vulnerable on certain issues, and he's an arrogant prick. You have some guys up there on foreign relations that can create a little trouble?


RIGGS
I didn't know you knew him?


KING
I knew him when he served in the House about ten years ago. He was an arrogant little prick back then too. Now he's got some power behind him.


RIGGS
It'll be tough, but I think I can do it, Mike. I'll use Cane to get after him. I met Lewis several times when I was with the Joint Chiefs. He has some powerful allies in the military, including Colonel H.J. Smith.


KING
Not to worry. I trust you'll do a good job, Captain. (Beat) This sure beats the hell out of sinking subs, doesn't it, Riggs?


RIGGS
It has it's moments, Mike. I have to get home soon. My wife'll kill me if I'm late. Our son is in from West Point for the week.


KING
Really? He's an impressive young man. Well, I'll fax you some of the things Lewis has done that damage his record. Let's make some trouble for Joe Blake in January.


He laughs.


DISSOLVE TO:


	10  INT. BLAKE'S SENATE OFFICE - DAY  10


Joe is cleaning out his desk when there is a knock at his door. Entering is the elderly Senator Martel, his staunch friend and father figure.


BLAKE
Richard! How are you?


MARTEL
I'm just fine, Joe. Especially when I know that one of the young Senators who served as my whip is going to be President. (Beat) Y'know, I've seen alot happen since 1964 when I first got here. I was just a kid then, and we had things like Vietnam to worry about. Now, we worry about an enemy not unlike the VietCong. They don't fight conventionally. It seems terrorisim is the new way to fight a war. I was one of the few southerners to oppose Vietnam and support the Civil Rights Act. How I stayed in office all these years, I'll never know. But look at you. Thirty-eight. Already you're on the road to retirement. The most you have left is eight years, then it's off to wandering around in the woods looking for golf balls.


BLAKE
If I'm lucky. I have a favor to ask. When the Senate returns to session, would you take over the Health and Works bill? I don't want it to be taken off the docket now that its sponsor is gone.


MARTEL
It'd be my pleasure. First thing you need to worry about is appointments. I need to find a new whip as well. Have you made selections for any offices yet?


BLAKE
I want Cal Lewis for Secretary of State...


MARTEL
Setting yourself up for a fight...


BLAKE (CONT'D)
Fine. As I said, I want Cal for Secretary of State. I've decided on Paul Russell for Defense, and Senator Edwards for Treasury. Attorney General will be Eric Crane.


MARTEL
Well, I'll see what I can do. You're in for a fight with Lewis, considering how close you guys are.


BLAKE
Then fight. We have the majority. All we have to do is hold the line. By the way, I want you to be at the main table for the Inaugural Ball. It'll be me, you, Cal and his family, and I'm inviting a few of the other Senators, Sam Wilson, and of course Russell and Crane.


MARTEL
Who are you trying to get to notice that you're snubbing Speaker King and Senator Riggs?


BLAKE
By seeing that I will not be a puppet to their wishes, I hope to slow their power and influence. Riggs has alot of friends within the Joint Chiefs. They need to know that I'm not Keller. They will have to learn to bend with the breeze... Or break.


MARTEL
Well... Merry Christmas, my boy. Happy New Year...


CUT TO:


	11  EXT. STEPS OF THE CAPITOL - MORNING  11


SUPERIMPOSED: THE NEXT MONTH. INAUGURATION DAY.


Sitting in positions of honor are Kate Andrews, Cal Lewis, PRESIDENT KELLER, Sam Wilson, and others. Joe stands to take the oath from the aged CHIEF JUSTICE. Once that is done, there is applause, and he turns to address the crowd.


BLAKE
My fellow Americans, today we embark on a journey together. Today we strengthen our resolve to combat the recession, poverty, terror, and injustice. We invite the forces of darkness into the light. To combat them we will ensure that first, every American has health insurance. We will make sure that every American can afford to feed their families. We will make sure that security and freedom are one in the same. No longer will we be burdened with leadership of fear. From this moment on, let's move forward with a brand new deal for the American people!...


There is loud applause, and we FREEZE FRAME on Joe smiling and raising his hands in victory.


CUT TO:


	12  INT. WHITE HOUSE BALLROOM - NIGHT  12


We're at the head table. Everyone seems to be having a good time. The President watches as his best friend dances with his wife and smiles. Sitting at the table are all those close to him including Linight, the same man who was talking with King. Sam Wilson leans in and speaks to him.


WILSON
Mr. President, tomorrow morning the press is expecting a few cabinet nominations. Should I have Morris tell them to expect anything?


BLAKE
Sam, it's a party.


WILSON
I know sir, but we really should consider...


BLAKE
When the ball is over, call Morris and tell him to tell the press that they can expect nominees tomorrow. Are you satisfied? Can we go back to the party now?


WILSON
(Low)
Indeed, sir. However, if I may say so... It's not really a party when the man the party is intended for isn't having a good time.


Wilson gives a small smile and gets up to leave. Blake takes a moment to mull over that statement. The band has finished playing the song and the dancing couples stop and applaud. Cal and Jennifer return to the head table and take thier seats.


BLAKE
Now, most of you here are my friends and advisors from the campaign. However, alot of you will be cabinet secretaries. I'd also like to thank Richard Linight and Ron Silverwell who are sitting with us tonight. Both are of different parties than the rest of us, and it's good to know that Washington doesn't hold as many partisan pricks as the media believes...


There is light laughter at the joke before Blake continues.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
I'm going to announce to you some of the individuals I have selected for cabinet posts. Most of you are here... Cal Lewis is my nominee for Secretary of State. For Defense, Paul Russell. For Treasury...


Before he can continue, Kate interrupts.


ANDREWS
Mr. President I have a few concerns. You didn't invite some powerful Captiol Hill members. Especially Speaker King who can impede alot of our programs in the House. I would like to know sir, why you have made such a gesture? Why wasn't the Speaker invited?


There is a long beat. Everyone knows why, but no one wants to say it.


JENNIFER
Because the head of the table is already taken.


There is some laughter.


ANDREWS
Mrs. Lewis, do you mean to suggest that the Speaker is megalomaniacal? I know him quite well. He is ambitious and we disagree, but it is powerfully arrogant not to invite him.


JENNIFER
(Low; To Andrews)
I know him as well. Cal was in the House not all that long ago. He's as megalomaniacal as most of the politicians I've met.


Kate Andrews is frozen.


CUT TO:


	13  INT. WHITE HOUSE PRESS ROOM - DAY  13


Press Secretary MORRIS KLINE, handsome and young, is at the podium as photographers click away and reporters attempt to shout questions at once. The Press Secretary calls on one of them.


MORRIS
Go ahead, Frank.


REPORTER (OS)
Mr. Kline, the word came from the White House that we'd hear several nominations for cabinet posts. I'm wondering, as are most of us, when that's gonna happen.


MORRIS
As far as I understand it, the President is on his way down here as we speak.


REPORTER (OS)
Can you give us any clues on who or what positions are being announced?


MORRIS
At the present time, I can't confirm anything. The President has just arrived, so I'll let him answer those questions.


Morris steps down and someone off-screen introduces President Blake. The President comes to the podium to polite applause from the reporters. He opens up a prepared folder.


BLAKE
I figure to make this really short and sweet so that we can all get back to work. I've chosen the following cabinet positions. For Secretary of State, Cal Lewis. For Secretary of Defense, Paul Russell. For Secretary of Treasury, Charles Edwards. Finally for Attorney General, Eric Crane. Those are all the nominations I have for you, I won't be taking any questions, ladies and gentleman, thank you.


The President is escorted out as the press contigent gets up excitedly to report thier stories.


CUT TO:


	14  INT. SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS CHAMBER - DAY  14


Sitting on the panel are people we already know such as Linight and Martel, who is Chairman. New faces include PHIL CANE, AMY THOER, and STEPHEN SODERA. Each has a nameplate so as to be identified easily. Sitting in the witness chair is Cal. This is his confirmation hearing.


CANE
Mr. Lewis, have you ever resigned from office?


LEWIS
Actually, I have.


THOER
Which office was this?


LEWIS
City Councilman for my old hometown near Pittsburgh.


CANE
Senator Thoer, I'm not through. You can have your time when I'm finished. Now, why did you resign?


LEWIS
I was unable to perform the duties of that office.


CANE
Why?


LEWIS
I moved out of Pennsylvania to New York to get my law degree, and to get married.


CANE
So that office was your second priority?


LEWIS
(Beat)
Yes.


There is a long silence.


CANE
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions for the nominee.


MARTEL
Very well. Senator Thoer?


THOER
Mr. Lewis, did you see to it that the office was filled?


LEWIS
Yes. It was filled by none other than President Blake. He and I have known each other many years. I suggested he run and he did so. He won and held the office until he was elected to the House.


Senator Thoer smiles. She is a Democrat.


THOER
So the office was in good hands...


Some of the members smile at this as well.


LEWIS
Well, you've all known him for about ten years. It's up to you to decide that.


There is some laughter.


THOER
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.


MARTEL
Senator Sodera?


SODERA
Well, I am concerned with a pattern we've seen from Mr. Lewis. Didn't you nearly come to blows with the Japanese Ambassador?


LEWIS
I don't deny the fact that I am temperamental.


SODERA
You called the Speaker of the House a "moron" during debate?


LEWIS
As I said, before. Perhaps It was arrogance and temper. I don't deny making that statement.


SODERA
When you were an attache to the UN, you offended the Spanish delegation?... How was that?


LEWIS
I don't speak Spanish. I was trying to convey what little I did know to ask him about his delegations concerns for the U.S. missile policy, and I offended him with an incorrect translation.


SODERA
Well, being Texan, I've had to learn to be fluent in that language. What Secretary of State in recent memory has been unable to speak Spanish?


LEWIS
I couldn't say. But I can say that I speak seven other languages and have a degree in International Law. It's more than the past three State Department heads.


SODERA
I have nothing further.


MARTEL
Senator Linight?


Linight shuffles through a few papers. When his name is called he puts them down and removes his reading glasses.


LINIGHT
This whole session has boiled down to Mr. Lewis' past personality. As far as I can see though, he is very qualified to serve in the office. I trust the President's judgement and have no questions for the nominee. I'll be voting to confirm him.


MARTEL
Well, at this stage, since everyone has run their questions, we can offer a vote of confidence...


CUT TO:


	15  INT. ANDREWS' OFFICE - SAME  15


The hearing is on TV. When Linight announces support, a remote flies at the television set. The person throwing the remote was none other than the Vice President. Standing with her is her Secret Service Bodyguard, VICTOR.


ANDREWS
That son of a bitch! He's going to ruin everything!


VICTOR
I don't think there is a need to worry, Madam Vice President.


ANDREWS
Oh no?... Cal Lewis holds the President's confidence. I can't accomplish long term goals with that arrogant little prick in his ear.


VICTOR
I wouldn't worry.


ANDREWS
I would. This is going to be harder than anticipated. But, as long as everything goes on without a hitch, we'll find that Joe Blake might not want the job anymore.


VICTOR
How?


ANDREWS
I have a few ideas. Call the Speaker.


CUT TO:


	16  INT. THE WHITE HOUSE DINING ROOM - NIGHT  16


Everyone of importance is there, including Senator Linight and his WIFE. Everyone looks to be finishing up, so some of the guests get up and begin to mill about to the side. Linight and his wife talk with Martel when Lewis and Jennifer come up to them.


LEWIS
Senator, I just wanted to thank you for how you handled the confirmation. I appreciate you working across the asile.


LINIGHT
To quote Socrates, I am a friend of the truth.


Just as he finishes, the President taps his glass with a fork.


BLAKE
Ladies and gentleman!... I would like to propose a toast. To my new Secretary of Transportation: Richard Linight.


Linight is stunned and chokes forward some thanks, but everyone politely applauds and gets their glasses.


	TIME ELAPSE:


Everyone is gone with the exceptions of Blake, Andrews, and the Lewises.


ANDREWS
Mr. President, why didn't you consult me on Senator Linight's appointment?


BLAKE
My cabinet. My choices. They serve me. Not you. If you ever become President then you may do the same.


Kate Andrews is still.


ANDREWS
Mrs. Lewis, you surely did prepare a nice menu tonight.


JENNIFER
I didn't. I'm horrible with things like that. It was the Secretary of State who prepared it.


ANDREWS
Well then Cal, you certainly know how to create a good menu.


LEWIS
(stiffly)
Thank you.


JENNIFER
Cal, we should be going...


ANDREWS
I should be as well...


The President stands to shake their hands and bid them all adieu. Once Kate is out the door, Cal leans in to speak to him.


LEWIS
So what are you doing tonight, Joe? A sit down orgy for forty?


BLAKE
I don't think so, Captain Gloriosus. I think I'll just watch some old movies tonight.


Cal shrugs and leaves.


DISSOLVE TO:


	17  INT. PRESIDENT'S BEDROOM - NIGHT  17


We only see a dark room, and on the television is "The Magnificent Seven", appropriately, it is the famous nightmare scene where the character Lee has a nightmare/panic attack. (He looks familiar, doesn't he? Kinda like Senator Martel? This should be to the audience a blatant in-joke) We PAN OUT of the TV to see the President silently watching. The phone rings at his bed, making him jump. He quickly regains his composure and answers it.


INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION:


BLAKE
(Into Phone)
Hello?


WILSON
(Into Phone)
Mr. President, it's Sam.


BLAKE
(Into Phone)
What is it, Sam?


WILSON
(Into Phone)
Mr. President, you should turn on the news.


BLAKE
(Into Phone)
I'm watching a movie.


WILSON
(Into Phone)
Sir, this is of extreme importance...


Blake irritatedly turns the channel. At the news desk is John Yoname breaking a story.


YONAME (CONT'D)
...For those of you just tuning in at this late hour, it appears that a cruise ship carrying seventy Americans, including former Governor of Minnesota, Amy Burns, has been blown up by terrorists... The moment we have anything further on the sinking...


Blake's expression drops.


BLAKE
(Into Phone)
Why'd it take so long to get to me?


WILSON (VO)
(Into Phone)
I can't do everything... I'm down in the Oval Office. I'll await your orders.


BLAKE
(Into Phone)
Stay there. Get as many of the Joint Chiefs as you can, and get Lewis and Russell in too. Now!


CUT TO:


	18  INT. THE OVAL OFFICE - NIGHT  18


Sam Wilson has assembled the Joint Chiefs, and Secretary Russell. Lewis is absent. The President quickly strides in straightening his tie. Wilson quickly rushes up to him and hands him several folders which he promptly tosses on his desk, before sitting.


BLAKE
Paul?


RUSSELL
Mr. President, we have obviously been caught off guard. I don't have anything from my people to report.


BLAKE
(Mocking)
Good work. Cal?... Cal?... Where the hell is he?!...


WILSON
I tried to tell you sir, we've been unable to reach him...


BLAKE
What do you mean?!


WILSON
His cell phone has been turned off, and the house phone states it's been disconnected.


Blake quickly pulls out paper and a pen and scribbles something on it. He snaps his fingers, and one of the Secret Service men takes it.


BLAKE
That's his address. You get over there and drag his ass out of bed. I don't care if you have to break the door down. Get Cal here... Now!


At that moment, Lewis rushes in.


LEWIS
Don't bother, I saw the news, and I'm here.


BLAKE
Cal, who do we think did this?


LEWIS
No idea... Can I get some coffee?... Sorry, like I said, no idea. I called my CIA guy on the way over. He's supposed to be here any minute with some information...


URIGHT (OS)
No need to wait...


They turn at the sound of the voice to reveal ANTHONY URIGHT, a frightening looking man in a black suit.


WILSON
(To Blake)
I thought calling the Director of the CIA over as well would be best.


URIGHT
Gentleman, take a look at these...


Uright hands out blue folders to Blake, Lewis, and Russell.


URIGHT (CONT'D)
The fourth page contains all the necessary information.


RUSSELL
(Reading)
"Terror organization Camelot Order has claimed responsibility for the sinking, and warn of future attacks in the days to come..." (Beat) Camelot Order?


LEWIS
They're a small group of lunatics who believe they're descended from King Arthur, and they are certain that the British Isle belongs to them.


RUSSELL
Then if the problem is with Britain, why attack us?


URIGHT
I can answer that, Mr. Russell. The United States is a trade and military ally of Great Britain. They see us as interfering with their work.


RUSSELL
Where are they located?


URIGHT
We should be getting a call from Downing Street. I've taken the liberty of calling them and asking for any substantial intel, considering there is no permanant base.


At that moment, the red phone begins to blink.


URIGHT
That's him, sir.


Blake answers the phone.


BLAKE
(Into Phone)
Mr. Prime Minister, have you any information for me? (Beat) I see. Thank you, Fred.


He hangs up. There is a tense silence.


BLAKE
Gentleman, we have a location.


There is a vocal sigh of relief and joy.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
I want everyone in the Situation Room, including the Vice President, Sam, in no less than fifteen minutes. Let's go.


CUT TO:


	19  INT. SITUATION ROOM - SAME  19


Everyone is there, and everyone is loudly arguing. We can hear Lewis as the most vocal voice as he loudly argues with Russell. Kate Andrews sits in her chair quietly. As it reaches a fever pitch, President Blake enters.


SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
The President of the United States!


BLAKE
Not important, you know who I am. Sit back down, everyone. We have a location and little time to work with. So, first thing first. Solutions... Now, Madam Vice President, what's your opinion?


ANDREWS
Why are you asking me?...


BLAKE
Because if I have a stroke and die right now, you're calling the shots. I want your opinion.


ANDREWS
Well, I feel we should use the JASSM's and bomb the known Camelot Order site.


There is a slight buzz. Blake quiets them with his hands.


BLAKE
Quiet down! Now, Secretary Russell, what do you think?


RUSSELL
I'm forced to agree with Mrs. Andrews. Only an exact military strike is the way to repay this act.


BLAKE
Secretary Lewis?


LEWIS
Mr. President, the United States is in no position to bomb another nations' land.


ANDREWS
What?! We need to send a message that the United States isn't a passed out giant. Merely a sleeping one.


LEWIS
The U.S. is not able under any international order to attack land of another nation without the consent of the nation, and that may take days to go through. Camelot Order moves fast. In a few days they may be in South Africa.


RUSSELL
Then what do you suggest, Cal?


LEWIS
Let the British government arrest them. Then try them for terrorisim in the World Court.


ADMIRAL
That will make us appear weak.


LEWIS
No Admiral Hughes. We may appear weak to some, but most are smart. They will see the justice in it. The American public isn't stupid. Besides, we don't make surviving members of the Order angrier at the U.S.


There is some protest and debate between members. Before it gets out of hand, the President raises his hands and calls for quiet.


BLAKE
Ok. Ok. Alright, I've decided. Everyone quiet. Sam...


Sam Wilson nods and brings the red phone over to the table. He picks it up and dials a four digit code.


WILSON
(Into Phone)
Samuel Wilson. (beat) Yes, I have the President of the United States to speak with Prime Minister Frederickson. It's a matter of urgent business! I'll put him on.


Wilson hands the phone to Joe.


BLAKE
(Into Phone)
Mr. Prime Minister?... Thank you for providing the information. We'll be sending a CIA wet team to assist your officers in capturing the members of Camelot Order. Yes. Just call me when you're ready and we'll give the order to engage, and we can begin the extradition process.


He hangs up the phone.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
Thank you ladies and gentleman, you're dismissed.


The President gets up and leaves as everyone continues to mill out of the room. Andrews turns to Wilson and speaks in a low voice.


ANDREWS
I can't believe he took Lewis' advice over mine.


WILSON
Lewis was right.


CUT TO:


	20  INT. THE OVAL OFFICE - SAME  20


The President is sitting in the chair watching the interactive map on the screen and popping chocolate covered peanuts. Generals and Admirals hover around him in a semi-circle anxiously waiting for him to give the order. Russell pours himself some coffee. His hand is unsteady. Lewis and Andrews sit off in a corner where they can also see the map, while Anthony Uright hangs up his phone.


URIGHT
Contact has been made.


BLAKE
Thank you, Mr. Uright.


Kate Andrews stands.


ANDREWS
Mr. President, I'm not feeling well. I'd like to be excused if I'm not needed any further.


Blake nods. Andrews gets up and swiftly walks out of the room. At that moment, LAURA INFIG, Cal's secretary enters.


LAURA
Mr. Lewis, I believe I have what you asked me for...


Blake simply nods and Lewis exits out to the hall.


CUT TO:


	21  INT. HALLWAY - SAME  21


Lewis walks down the hall with Laura. She hands him several file folders.


LEWIS
Did you get me my pain relievers?


LAURA
Yes, sir.


She hands him the pills, and he quickly pops them into his mouth.


LAURA
Water?


He shakes his head and waves her off. She nods and retreats down the hall. He promptly goes into his office and shuts the door.


BACK TO SCENE.


	22  INT. THE OVAL OFFICE - SAME  22


All of a sudden, the dots on the map begin to move, and some disappear. The President takes notice of this and jumps to his feet.


BLAKE
Wait a minute, what's it doing?!


RUSSELL
It looks like the men are moving and engaging. It's probably a glitch, sir...


MAJOR-GENERAL
It can't be a glitch, Mr. Secretary!... This program was designed to prevent that from ever happening!


REAR-ADMIRAL
Probably some damn pencil-necked geek that sits on his fat butt all day and doesn't do the job right!...


Some of the Generals and Admirals engage in heated arguement over this. Blake angrily turns to Russell.


RUSSELL
I'll get right on it...


Russell turns and picks up the phone sitting next to him.


BLAKE
I'm getting Secretary Lewis back in here! Uright, find out if this is a map glitch or not!


Uright nods. He and some of his people go about their work. Blake gets up and with two secret service agents, leaves the Oval Office and makes his way down the hall.


CUT TO:


	23  INT. LEWIS' OFFICE DOOR - SAME  23


Blake nods to one of the agents who unlocks the door. They peer inside to see Lewis sleeping on his couch.


BLAKE
Sleep on your time, not mine!


Lewis promptly jumps up and groggily rubs his eyes.


LEWIS
Damn. I didn't realize I had fallen asleep. I have a bitch of a headache.


BLAKE
I'll have Miss Infig get you an icepack for the headache. Right now, there's an issue with the computer that's been tracking our engagement over in Britain. Who designed it?


LEWIS
A glitch?... Well that program was designed by NASA. If there's a glitch, it's in the computer itself and not the program.


BLAKE
How do you know?


LEWIS
Because the program has been tested already... Multiple times for glitches by all four branches of the military. The Russians have a similar program and it didn't report any glitches. It has to be a computer glitch.


At that moment, from down the hall, Sam Wilson is running as fast as he can.


WILSON
Mr. President, there is no glitch!...


BLAKE
What are you talking about, Sam?


WILSON
Sir, if I may, Paul Russell has just gotten off the phone with the officer in charge, and they are engaged.


BLAKE
Well, did he order a pullback?!


WILSON
He felt uncomfortable doing so without your authorization, sir.


Blake and Lewis look at each other nervously. Blake rushes out of the room with Wilson close behind. Lewis gets up and presses the intercom.


LEWIS
(Cooly)
Miss Infig... Icepack, please.


CUT TO:


	24  INT. SPEAKER'S OFFICE - NIGHT  24


Kate Andrews enters and calmly sits down. Sitting at his desk, King looks up.


KING
Is it done?


ANDREWS
It is. I gave the order and left. I didn't know that you knew the code.


KING
I hired a hacker for the job. Once the media hears of this, they're going to roast his ass. How many friendly correspondants does he have?


ANDREWS
I'm not sure. I know NBC is friendly to him.


KING
Let me get you a drink.


The Speaker stands and pours them both a brandy. He deftly hands her a glass before returning to his seat. She sips it gingerly.


ANDREWS
I'm afraid of what would happen if his Chief of Staff were to find out what was going on...


KING
Don't worry about it. Once he's resigned in disgrace, you'll get your chance to be President. Don't forget our deal, Ms. Andrews.


ANDREWS
I'm just concerned... Something about this doesn't feel right... Forgive me, I'm not feeling well...


KING
Just stay calm and lay low... We can't afford for any of them to discover your... "treachery".


As he says that, all of a sudden, she loses conciousness. King smiles and grabs the glass from her hand. He gets up and tosses both of them out. He goes to open the door. In come a BODYGUARD and King's ever present lackey and friend, Senator Riggs.


KING
(To his bodyguard)
Take care of it, Finn...


The large guard picks up Kate and carries her out.


RIGGS
Is she dead?


KING
No, no, no. I just drugged the drink I gave her. She'll be alright. But for what I need, I had to get her out of the way for awhile. I've called one of my CIA contacts and they're going to reprogram her memory. Y'know Riggs, when I first got here, I never imagined I would get that kind of power. (Beat) But I did. Those people back home in San Bernadino who keep voting me in have no idea what I could do to them if they voted me out. No clue what I've done in thirty years. I have all this power but no Presidency, and that's what I want. Call me crazy.


He chuckles.


RIGGS
Are you sure this is the right way to proceed about all of this? God knows how many laws are being broken. Why don't we just wait until the next election, Mike? I'm sure we could persuade the right people to back you, based on your service alone.


KING
Turk, when I ran for President twelve years ago, I had been a veteran then. They would rather keep me in the House than elect me President. Just like Henry Clay. I do more for them than they know, and they treat me like dirt. Well, I'm grabbing the brass ring. I'm third in line. I got rid of the number two. We will continue on just as planned.


RIGGS
Right. Well, I'm pretty sure that I can keep the pressure on in the Senate. Martel's an older guy, so it shouldn't be too hard. He's losing control of alot of the southern Democrats. I'm going to exploit that to get anything he wants defeated. (Beat) Oh, Mike. There's one more piece of information for you...


KING
Turk, I'm an old man, I don't have alot of time.


RIGGS
When Blake was in the Senate, he used to date Senator Kirke...


KING
I'm aware of that.


RIGGS
Well, why don't we use that? She's a sensitive kind of girl. I'm sure she holds some affection for him. When she finds out he's having problems, she'll go to him.


KING
Senator, I like your thinking. When can it be arranged?


RIGGS
Well, as you know, next week Colonel Smith is retiring from the Joint Chiefs. I think sometime between now and then I can speak to Christine.


KING
Good. (Beat) Don't let me down, Turk. I'm an old man, and this is my last chance.


CUT TO:


	25  INT. OVAL OFFICE - NIGHT  25


President Blake has come back in behind Sam Wilson.


BLAKE
(Breathless)
Tell them to disengage, damnit!


Russell nervously turns, slowly hanging up the phone.


RUSSELL
I've lost contact...


BLAKE
What do you mean, you've lost contact?!


RUSSELL
I mean the line is gone!


The voices in the room rise and shout at each other at once.


BLAKE
Everybody, shut up! (Beat as the noise quiets) Mr. Uright, the tracker?


URIGHT
Mr. President, none of the sensors are live. Even with a glitch, it would never malfunction like this. (Beat) I'm afraid they've been massacred, sir.


BLAKE
Mr. Uright, I want you to get back to the CIA's headquarters and work up another solution with your staff. Dig something up for me.


URIGHT
I'll get right on it, Mr. President.


Uright motions for his few CIA men to follow him out, and they leave. Blake exhaustedly sits back in his chair, closing his eyes and rubbing the bridge of his nose.


BLAKE
The Generals and Admiralty are excused with the exception of Surgeon General McIntire.


The military officials file out with the exception of a tall man in an Admiral's uniform. He is DR. PIERCE McINTIRE.


McINTIRE
Mr. President, are you having any chest pains?


BLAKE
No. I need you to get me something for my head and my back...


McINTIRE
Alright, but I need to take your blood pressure before I do that. I'm also concerned about your overeating. It's doing a great deal of damage to you...


BLAKE
Just do as I say. Also, drop some medicine off with Miss Infig for Secretary Lewis. Dismissed.


McIntire nods and leaves.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
Sam...


Wilson gets up and heads to a telephone.


WILSON
(Into Phone)
Morris, it's Sam. Get up here straight away, you're needing a briefing before you see the press. (Beat) Well, now I just told you then, didn't I?... Get up here!


He hangs up the phone and returns to his seat.


BLAKE
Everyone with the exception of Mr. Wilson is dismissed.


Everyone besides Sam gets up to leave. When they do so, Wilson stands up and heads over to Blake's desk.


BLAKE
Apart from this fiasco, what else this week are we dealing with?


WILSON
Well, the only other planned event on the schedule was the retirement dinner for Colonel Smith...


BLAKE
Cal hasn't been told why he's retiring has he?


WILSON
No sir, but Mrs. Lewis knows.


BLAKE
Swear her to secrecy. I want to tell him myself. Also, tell Mr. Linight that I would like his estimates on the event of some kind of terroristic attack on our nation's roads, rails, or airways.


WILSON
Certainly, sir.


CUT TO:


	26  INT. LEWIS' BEDROOM - NIGHT  26


Jennifer Lewis is sitting in bed reading a novel, as Cal emerges from the bathroom in his robe.


LEWIS
I can't believe old Harry is giving it up after all these years in the Joint Chiefs.


Jennifer looks up from her book.


JENNIFER
Cal, you should think about visiting him before the dinner. I'm sure he'd like to talk to you.


LEWIS
No, he's got enough to deal with already. What's that smut you're reading?


JENNIFER
It's not smut! It just so happens to be the romance novel that Mrs. Russell gave me last week. It's about this woman who imagines a lover out of a novel she's reading.


LEWIS
Sounds like crap.


JENNIFER
It's not crap, you asshole. Besides, on page forty, there's something really neat we should try.


LEWIS
Let me see that...


He grabs the book from her and once he reads over the passage, his eyebrow raises impishly.


LEWIS
Tonight?


JENNIFER
Why the hell not? We can make noises...


LEWIS
Here in the White House?...


She pulls him close.


JENNIFER
Why not? Sex goes on all the time in this place. Usually it's scandal. Maybe we can give the guards something to think about.


They kiss passionately.


CUT TO:


	27  INT. WHITE HOUSE HALLWAY - SAME  27


We can hear noises from the Lewis' bedroom through the hallway. Richard Linight is walking down the hall carrying a briefcase. He notices the noise and briefly pauses to listen. He turns to the GUARD and grins widely.


LINIGHT
(Low)
Whose bedroom is that?


GUARD
The Lewises.


Linight chuckles and shakes his head as he goes off.


CUT TO:


	28  INT. OVAL OFFICE - SAME  28


Linight enters. Blake turns his chair to greet him.


LINIGHT
Hey boss, have you heard what's goin' on out in the hallway? The Lewises are in their bedroom making animal noises or something.


He laughs. Blake merely manages a light smile.


BLAKE
Yes, they have a very active love life. Right now I can't say the same for myself. Irregardless, that's not what I asked you for.


LINIGHT
Right. 


Linight sits down and opens the briefcase. He hands three folders to Blake.


LINIGHT (CONT'D)
Mr. President, I had my staff stay late to get you all of the figures. Right now, the United States is only under a very small risk. Of course Camelot Order will have to regroup. Other than that, there is little terrorisim to be worried about.


BLAKE
Thanks Richard. You can go home now.


LINIGHT
Joe, I know it's not my business or anything, but I think you should really see Dr. McIntire. You don't look so good.


BLAKE
No. I just miss a few of my old friends. This place gets awful lonely, and with the recent failure with Camelot Order, it just gets more stressful. Thanks for being concerned, Richard.


LINIGHT
Goodnight, sir.


BLAKE
Goodnight.


Linight stands and walks out.


CUT TO:


	29  INT. SENATOR KIRKE'S OFFICE - NIGHT  29


Christine Kirke is putting on her jacket and getting set to leave her office. Just as she picks up her keys there is a knock at the door.


CHRISTINE
Come in.


Senator Riggs enters.


CHRISTINE
I was just headed home. Is there something you need, James?


RIGGS
Christine, have a seat.


She sits back down. He sits across from her and notices the picture on her desk of her and Blake together. They are smiling and his arm is wrapped around her.


RIGGS
This is a good picture. Where was it taken?


CHRISTINE
It was the Senate Social.


RIGGS
You guys were dating then, right?


CHRISTINE
Senator Riggs, I'd really like to go home...


He nods and puts the picture down, not wanting to press further.


RIGGS
I just came by to remind you that we need you to block the Martel-Silverwell Bill. We can't have any kind of health cap placed on insurance companies, or they'd lose their businesses.


CHRISTINE
I'm aware. I plan to vote nay.


RIGGS
Word has it that the President isn't doing well. This would be another way to hurt his administration.


CHRISTINE
What do you mean?


RIGGS
Well, all I'm saying is, word is that he's under alot of stress and he might have a heart condition. We want to put him under stress, and the leadership looks highly upon members who put pressure on a big name Democrat. Especially one who is President.


CHRISTINE
So, he's not doing well?


RIGGS
Nope. He's honoring Colonel Henry J. Smith who's retiring after 38 years of service to the Joint Chiefs. He'll need this little distraction. We're going to wreck his ship just like he helped to wreck Keller's. (Beat) Well, I just stopped by to remind you of the vote. Good night, Christine.


Riggs stands and leaves. Once he's out the door, he takes out his cell phone and dials a number.


RIGGS
(Into Phone)
Mike?... Worked like a beautiful little charm. She'll go to him.


CUT TO:


	30  INT. WHITE HOUSE HALLWAY - NIGHT  30


Christine walks quickly down the hall. She gets to the reception desk to see no one there. She shrugs and turns around to leave before she is greeted by Laura Infig who is on her way home.


LAURA
I don't believe I've seen you here before.


CHRISTINE
Yeah, because I haven't been. I'm Christine Kirke. I'd like to see the President.


LAURA
Well, his secretary has gone home for the night. I'm secretary to Cal Lewis. I'll check in with him and see if he'll see you, though.


CHRISTINE
Thanks.


Laura steps inside the Oval Office. Christine brushes her hair back and lets out a big sigh before Laura comes back out to the hall.


LAURA
You can go see him. If you'll excuse me please, I'm going home for the evening.


Christine nods and Laura walks away, and Christine enters the Oval Office.


CUT TO:


	31  INT. OVAL OFFICE - SAME  31


President Blake sits behind his desk with his back turned to the door. When Christine shuts it and clears her throat, he barely budges.


BLAKE
What do you want?


CHRISTINE
I just came by to see how our wonderful Chief Executive is doing this evening...


She is trying to be playful and friendly. He remains somber.


BLAKE
I've had better days. A terrorist organization has just gotten the better part of a trained CIA team. Once the press finds out, I'll be lambasted for it. All for a goddamn glitch. (Beat) What is that you really want, Senator?


CHRISTINE
I was truly concerned about you. I heard that you weren't well and I thought you might be able to use some company for a little...


He spins his chair around to face her. Anger is in his eyes.


BLAKE
You're not concerned. You just wanted some information to give to Riggs. Well now you have it, so please leave me alone!


He turns the chair sharply away from her again.


CHRISTINE
I'm sorry we didn't work out, Joe. You know me better than that. What you say to me has and will never go back to James Riggs. I still cared for you. If you hadn't run for President...


BLAKE
(Sadly)
If I hadn't run for President?... Y'know, I thought I could do some good for folks. I had realized the American dream. I wanted to be able to be the President who helped them reach their American dreams. But I haven't been. I've been horrible. I'm not in the mood for company tonight, Christine, sorry.


CHRISTINE
I understand if you're upset with me. You've been as good as you could be. I don't agree with you on everything, but you're still my friend, and you're still someone I loved...


BLAKE
Please don't say that any longer. Don't remind me of a one time happiness. It's not what I need now or ever again.


CHRISTINE
Joe, I have something for you... It's not much, but I never got to give it to you on our last date.


From inside her jacket pocket, she pulls out a small locket and sets it on the desk.


CHRISTINE (CONT'D)
It's a picture of us when we were first dating. At your favorite amusement park... What was it called?... Kennywood?... Anyway, I just thought maybe it would bring a smile to your face...


She turns to leave. He spins the chair around and grasps the locket in his hands. He sets it down and jumps up to go after her.


BLAKE
Christine!...


She turns to see him hurrying toward her. Nothing is said as he wraps his arms around her and kisses her passionately.


CUT TO:


	32  INT. CIA HOLDING TANK - NIGHT  32


It's a dimly lit setting. Sitting strapped down in a chair is Kate Andrews. She looks around, frightened, not quite knowing where she is. The room is devoid of anything except some gigantic lights. All of a sudden, the door opens, and walking in is Michael King, accompanied by a CIA OPERATIVE.


ANDREWS
What am I doing here?


KING
Katie, Katie, Katie. You should've known better than to trust me. But don't be afraid, you're not gonna be hurt much. See, I've served way too long to be left out now. It's nothing personal. Just business. I want the Presidency, and I can't afford to wait. There is a lesson for you to learn in all this, Kate. There is always someone more powerful than you think, and just when you let your guard down and bam!... You're fucked.


ANDREWS
What are you going to do to me?


KING
New identity. Nice new life. Things alot of people in your line of work would pay a hell of alot to have.


ANDREWS
Mike, please don't do this. The moment they find I'm missing it'll be a huge scandal. You'll only harm yourself, and you won't get to be President.


KING
Not after they read your suicide note.


ANDREWS
Suicide?


KING
Your "unending guilt over the conflicts of Camelot Order" will explain it. Your father is thier leader, and that will soon be made public knowledge by the White House.


ANDREWS
Mike... We could've had our way. My father is their leader, and I betrayed the President for him and for you. King, please don't do this...


King turns to the CIA operative and nods.


KING
So long, sweetcheeks. Enjoy the ride.


King smiles and leaves as the operative prepares a needle and we are TIGHT ON Kate's terrified expression.


CUT TO:


	33  INT. LEWIS' OFFICE - MORNING  33


Cal sits at his desk sipping coffee and going through some papers. Laura Infig appears at his open door. He looks up and sets the papers down.


LEWIS
Miss Infig?


LAURA
Mr. Secretary, Colonel Smith is here upon your request.


LEWIS
Excellent. Send him right in. Anything else?


LAURA
President Blake asked if you've seen the Vice-President?


LEWIS
No. Could you do me a favor and set up a meeting with my travel agent as well. Not for me, but for the Colonel.


LAURA
Yes, sir.


She exits. Lewis takes another sip from his mug and after he sets the cup down, appearing at his door is an elderly, but impressive looking man in a full Colonel's military uniform. He is COLONEL H.J. SMITH.


LEWIS
Harry! Come in and have a seat.


SMITH
Well, thank you, Cal.


Smith walks forward and takes a seat.


SMITH
You wanted to see me?


LEWIS
You're retiring?


SMITH
Yeah, I figure it's time for an old timer like me to move on.


LEWIS
What do you mean?


SMITH
Cal, I have a brain tumor. Cancer. Dr. McIntire sent me to a specialist in New York to see if anything could be done...


LEWIS
Hell with that, you'll use my doctor...


SMITH
Cal, I saw the top specialist, Miranda Greene. She said I've got six months at best. My wife and I just want to get back to Florida after this dinner, and enjoy our time left together.


LEWIS
Am I the last to know about this?


SMITH
I wanted to tell you, Cal. No one but the President and the top aides at the Joint Chiefs knows, so promise me you'll keep it a secret and send me out with a bang.


LEWIS
I promise, Harry.


CUT TO:


	34  INT. RIGGS' OFFICE - MORNING  34


Senator Riggs sits at his desk with his feet propped up and a cigar in his mouth. In his hand is a picture of his young son in full military regalia. He sits for a moment, proud of his son before there is a knock at the door and an entrance by Speaker King.


KING
Did you get her to go to him?


RIGGS
Without a problem. Mike, are you really sure we wanna go through with this. I mean, if we get caught...


KING
No way, Riggs. Look at me. We're going to be fine.


RIGGS
What about Christine... We're going to really hurt a good girl, and someone who's reliable when it comes to votes...


KING
Calculated sacrifice. After all Jim, you can't make an omelet without breaking eggs.


RIGGS
Mike... I don't want to do this anymore.


King grabs Riggs by the lapels violently before regaining his composure and releasing the Senator. King forces an uneasy smile as the flustered Riggs glares angrily at him.


KING
James, this is something that you can't let out of your control. We're going to succeed. We just need two more things. The first, we need a taped confession that she was with him, and second, we need photos. You get the confession from her at Colonel Smith's retirement dinner. Get her alone. I'll speak with some connections I have about photographers. I'll see you tomorrow night.


King smiles and walks out.


CUT TO:


	35  INT. HALLWAY - SAME  35


King closes the door behind him and lights a cigar before walking away. Once he is out of view, emerging from a corner is Senator Martel, who had been hiding there the whole time, listening to the conversation. 


MARTEL
(To himself)
I don't believe it...


He has overheard the entire conversation. He watches and waits for King to leave before making a bolt in the opposite direction. THE CAMERA FOLLOWS MARTEL down a flight of stairs as he heads to his office and shuts the door behind him.


CUT TO:


	36  INT. MARTEL'S OFFICE - SAME  36


Martel plops down at his chair and picks up his telephone and dials a number.


MARTEL
(Into Phone)
Is John Yoname in?... He's not?... Are there any reporters in for NBC today, this is extremely important!... Fine... Well, can you tell me if the CBS or ABC people are in?... Everyone's out?!How can that be?... Alright, alright. I will call back in the morning!


He hangs up and dials another number.


MARTEL
(Into Phone)
This is Senator Martel. I need to speak with the President immidiately. (Beat) He's what? (Beat) Alright, fine. Tell him it's urgent and to get back to me as soon as he can!


He hangs up the phone and lets out a heavy sigh and rubs his chin.


MARTEL
(To himself)
Now what?


CUT TO:


	37  INT. PRESIDENT'S BEDROOM - MORNING  37


Blake and Christine lie together. He is barely awkake as her head rests on his chest.


BLAKE
You never told me you had a tattoo.


CHRISTINE
You never asked.


BLAKE
Suppose I told you that when you're seventy-five, they aren't so attractive anymore.


CHRISTINE
Suppose I told you that I didn't care. As far as I'm concerned, it doesn't matter. Totally a non-issue.


BLAKE
Is it an issue if the press finds out about you and I?


CHRISTINE
That's the way it has to be, babe. I can't compromise my office.


BLAKE
Or the powerful men that hold sway over you.


CHRISTINE
It's not like that. You voted how Senator Martel always asked of you.


BLAKE
Yes, but I was his whip...


CHRISTINE
Just because my party has a seniority based leadership doesn't mean you have to take it out on me. I do what I think is best. We can't be together. One night of moral weakness was all this was.


BLAKE
Is that what you believe?


CHRISTINE
I didn't fight temptation this time because you are my dear friend no matter what, and I just wanted to make you happy. I can tell you hate this office.


BLAKE
That very well may be. But, we still have unsolved issues from when we were together. I still love you goddamnit!...


As he finishes the sentence, Sam Wilson quickly bursts through the door. He sees what's going on and a look of shock forms across his proper face. He removes his eyeglasses and tries to spit out the words.


BLAKE
(cooly)
Sam, get out.


WILSON
I'm afraid sir, that this is an urgent matter that requires your immidiate attention.


BLAKE
Will it be a media circus event?


WILSON
I'm afraid that would be a gross understatement.


BLAKE
(To Christine)
Get dressed, and get out. Secret Service will provide you with one of the private exits.


CHRISTINE
Right...


CUT TO:


	38  INT. OVAL OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER  38


In the Oval Office, Paul Russell, Richard Linight, Anthony Uright, and Morris Kline wait and hold a heated arguement. Wilson and Blake enter as Blake finishes tying his tie, the conversation silences.


WILSON
I've assembled everyone that you will need to give instructions to. I'm going to get Cal Lewis right now.


BLAKE
Fine.


Wilson exits.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
What's going on here?


Russell hands Blake a manila folder and a plain piece of notebook paper.


RUSSELL
Look at the folder first.


Blake opens the folder and begins reading its contents.


RUSSELL (CONT'D)
Last night most of the high profile Camelot Order members were captured and imprisoned to await trial before the World Court, as per your orders.


BLAKE
I can read, y'know. This file lays it out very plainly. The British Government deserves to be commended for being able to capture them...


RUSSELL
Sir, that's not all. According to military intelligence, one of the leaders made a confession. He stated that he was the father of Katherine Andrews, U.S. Vice President, and that he carried out those terroristic attacks against the United States as per her request.


Blake's expression hardens. He now understands the horrible reality... Or so he thinks.


BLAKE
Get her in here... Now.


URIGHT
We can't.


BLAKE
Why the hell not?


URIGHT
Because she's dead.


BLAKE
Dead?


RUSSELL
It's the piece of white notebook paper I handed you. I found it on my desk this morning. I don't know why it was sent to me instead of to you.


Blake is now confused and angry. He doesn't know how to deal with this situation. He reads the note as his face reddens.


URIGHT
The problem with that note is that first of all, it doesn't match her handwriting. Secondly, there's no record on her whereabouts after she visited Capitol Hill. She went in but never came out. There aren't any secret entrances or exits besides the bomb shelter and even then, someone would have seen her. We've got nothing.


LINIGHT
Mr. President, I have in my office the passenger listings of all flights, trains, buses, and any other form of public transit in my office. She had established code names that she travelled under like the rest of us. None of them are on any of those lists...


Lewis enters briskly and Blake hands him the file as well as the note. Cal reads them with a stunned expression on his face.


LEWIS
Pick me up to speed...


BLAKE
The intel report is rock solid, but the suicide note is questionable...


LEWIS
Ok, I'm caught up.


Lewis walks over to the coffeemaker and pours himself a cup.


BLAKE
So what are we thinking, was she murdered?


URIGHT
It looks that way.


The President slowly makes his way to his desk and takes a seat. He lets out a calming breath before he hands out instructions.


BLAKE
The news has got to be leaked by now... Morris, I want you to schedule a press conference and tell them that the Vice President is missing, but don't confirm or deny anything apart from that.


MORRIS
What if they press me about her whereabouts or anything like that. I've never handled something like that before, Mr. President.


BLAKE
Then offer no comment.


MORRIS
But it will appear evasive, sir...


BLAKE
Can't be helped... And for the love of god, keep the connection between her and Camelot Order a secret until we find her.


MORRIS
Absolutely, sir.


Morris exits.


BLAKE
Richard, I need all the movements from the night of botched CIA raid. That was the last I saw of her. Get her movements and everything. Phone conversations...


LINIGHT
I'll speak with the AG and the Secret Service and have everything as quickly as possible. 


Blake nods and Linight exits.


BLAKE
Mr. Uright, I need you to do some digging. Find me a body or something. As much as you can.


URIGHT
I'll put my people on it immidiately.


Uright exits. There is a pregnant pause before anything happens again.


BLAKE
Paul...


RUSSELL
Sir?


BLAKE
I want you to send out some National Guard units to assist in finding Mrs. Andrews.


RUSSELL
(Tensely)
I will, sir.


As Russell gets up to leave, Blake halts him.


BLAKE
Paul... Are you alright?


RUSSELL
To be perfectly honest, I'm terrified. I'm somewhere between bedwetting and a near death expirience.


LEWIS
I'm sorry, did you just say "bedwetting"?...


BLAKE
See Dr. McIntire. When you're done... Send him in here.


Russell is sweating. He can only nod as he exits. This whole thing has been an ordeal on him.


LEWIS
Probably the most jittery Defense Secretary in the history of this country.


BLAKE
He's brilliant. Even for a bedwetter.


LEWIS
What did you need me for?


BLAKE
He told you?


LEWIS
Yeah.


BLAKE
I want you to call the British Government and thank them for their cooperation with us in this matter. Then I want you to take the rest of the day off with Jennifer. I will see you at the retirement dinner tomorrow.


LEWIS
Why?


BLAKE
Do as you're told.


LEWIS
Fine.


Cal exits with a perplexed look on his face. The President is alone. The CAMERA PANS AROUND his desk before going TIGHT ON his face. He is deeply troubled.


DISSOLVE TO:


	39  INT. WHITE HOUSE PRESS ROOM - DAY  39


Morris enters and briefly fixes his notes at the podium.


MORRIS
The White House has authorized me to confirm to you and the nation that Vice President Andrews has not been in contact for sometime. The CIA and FBI are looking into this matter as we speak.


REPORTER
Is the White House saying in effect that the Vice President has disappeared?


MORRIS
What I'm saying is that she hasn't been in contact. It may be an error in communication. We don't want to jump to such conclusions just yet...


CUT TO:


	40  INT. NEWS STUDIO - DAY  40


John Yoname sits at his desk. He clears his throat before he begins the newscast.


YONAME
According to some sources, the story that Morris Kline is feeding us is bogus. In fact, an anonymous source has tipped off this and several other news outlets that in fact the Vice President's father was a high ranking member of Camelot Order who carried out terrorisim on her instructions. Appearantly fearing punishment, she took her own life, as a suicide note was discovered, but not released by the White House. We promise to get to the bottom of this as quickly as possible. (Beat) Isn't it amazing? It's like he's deliberately trying to fuck up.


DIRECTOR'S VOICE (OS)
John, we're still on the air!


YONAME
You guys really need to stop pulling this shit!... Nobody here's worked on TV before?! Goddamnit!...


As Yoname continues on his expletive filled tirade the director can be overheard shouting:


DIRECTOR'S VOICE (OS)
Cut away! Cut away! Cut away!


CUT TO:


	41  INT. URIGHT'S OFFICE - EVENING  41


From the window in the b.g. we can tell that some time has elapsed since the earlier scenes. Uright is frantically working over his computer drinking coffee. We can't see, but it's obviously a hot lead.


URIGHT
(To Himself)
Jesus, why didn't I see this?!...


He bolts up from his chair and out of the shot.


CUT TO:


	42  INT. PRESIDENTIAL LOUNGE - SAME  42


Dr. McIntire checks Blake's pulse, and then sits down next to him and puts on a blood pressure cuff. The machine quickly checks the President's vitals. McIntire looks at the numbers then sits down next to Blake.


McINTIRE
Well, all your vitals are normal. Blood pressure is a little high, so once this dinner is over, I'd like you to stay in bed for a day or so.


BLAKE
The leader of the free world shouldn't take so many personal days.


McINTIRE
Perhaps. But it's doctor's orders. I don't want to have to put you on medication. I'm still concerned about your weight, being slightly up, but I doubt you'll listen to me.


BLAKE
Thanks, doc.


McINTIRE
Sure. Sure.


McIntire gets up and leaves.


CUT TO:


	43  INT. SENATE HALLWAY - EVENING  43


Christine is just going to her office. As she unlocks the door, Martel quickly rushes to meet her.


MARTEL
Senator Kirke!... Christine!...


CHRISTINE
Senator Martel?... I was just heading in to get my house keys and go home.


MARTEL
There's no time for that. Look, I need you to not say anything to Senator Riggs at Colonel Smith's retirement dinner. Especially about Joe.


CHRISTINE
Why? Why would Senator Riggs be interested in anything like that?


MARTEL
Listen, Joe's like my son. I raised him. So understand me when I say I can't tell you. Just trust an old man, alright?


Before Christine can say another word, Martel turns and leaves.


CUT TO:


	44  INT. WHITE HOUSE LOBBY - NIGHT  44


Blake is walking down the hallway when he meets Wilson.


BLAKE
Sam, I don't want anyone disturbing me tonight. Whatever it is, send them to the department it pertains to, alright. Whatever it is, I have to get some sleep.


WILSON
I'll take care of it, sir.


BLAKE
Thanks, Sam.


WILSON
It's my pleasure, sir.


Blake enters his bedroom and closes the door.


CUT TO:


	45  INT. KING'S OFFICE - NIGHT  45


King enters his office and locks the door. He tries to turn on the lights, but they won't come on.


KING
What the hell is this?...


SHADOW MAN (OS)
I took them out.


King turns with a start to the voice coming from his desk. We can make out a figure in a suit but can't see his face. His voice is deliberately disguised.


KING
I'm getting sick of this cloak and dagger shit. I wanna know who you are.


SHADOW MAN
Never one to mince words. You'll know my identity once you've secured the Presidency. That is still your objective is it not, Mr. King?


KING
(Sarcasm)
Well mister shadowy figure, I'm an old man... So, before I have a stroke and die, could you get to the fuckin' point?!


SHADOW MAN
Mr. Speaker, you are hardly in a position to make demands. You will know my identity once you've assumed the Presidency. 


KING
Did you make all the arrangements for Kate Andrews' new life?


SHADOW MAN
I have. I will be at the retirement dinner. You will not know where, but you will know. Leave your first payment to me in a black leather briefcase in the third stall of the men's lavatory. 


KING
What if someone decides to use that stall before you get to it? They see this briefcase sitting next to the john and they decide to take it. You won't get your money at all then, will you?


SHADOW MAN
You're very observant, Michael. The men's lavatory has a key to the main door. This is it...


He tosses a small gold key to King, who catches it in one hand and puts in in his pocket.


SHADOW MAN (CONT'D)
I have a replica key, provided most generously by a locksmith in Langley, Virginia. Once you've placed the briefcase where I told you to, lock the door and go to your table for dinner. Everything else will take care of itself. Go home, Mr. Speaker.


King simply grins at the man, turns and leaves. 


CUT TO:


	46  INT. WHITE HOUSE LOBBY - NIGHT  46


Senator Martel arrives to find Anthony Uright also there. Martel rushes up to him.


MARTEL
Tony!... I've got something urgent for you. The President should know this as well! (Low) Michael King is planning to take the Presidency by force!


URIGHT
We're here for the same reason. How did you find out?


MARTEL
I overheard the Speaker and Senator Riggs speaking. Riggs is having second thoughts about it.


Just as the conversation is about to continue, Sam Wilson emerges from another room.


WILSON
Gentleman, what can I do for you?


URIGHT
We must see the President immidiately!


WILSON
I'm sorry, but he's instructed me not to allow anyone to disturb him.


MARTEL
Sam, we have some urgent information.


WILSON
It's two in the bloody morning! This can wait until the morning. If it is extremely urgent, take it to Secretary Lewis.


Wilson exits back into the other room.


URIGHT
Richard, it's best you get home and not mention this incident. I'll take care of it. Your own security depends on this. Now, I know how you are. Promise me you won't go to the press with this information. If the press knew of every attempt to undermine the government in the modern era, the public would likely rise up against it. We cannot go public, understand, Senator?


MARTEL
Alright, Tony. I won't say a word.


Martel exits down the hallway. Uright shuffles his papers and lights a cigarette before hurrying down the hall to where Laura Infig is about to leave.


URIGHT
Is Secretary Lewis still in?! I have to speak with someone!


LAURA
Sorry, he's gone home for the day.


URIGHT
What kind of fucking Mickey Mouse operation is this?! I can't see the President and the Secretary of State is gone for the day?!


LAURA
You can call the Secretary's home phone. I have the number.


Laura takes a pen and paper, writes down the phone number, and hands it to Uright who thanks her with a nod and promptly dashes off.


CUT TO:


	47  INT. LEWIS' BEDROOM - NIGHT  47


Cal and Jennifer are spooning when the phone rings.


JENNIFER
(Sleepily)
Are you gonna answer that, you lazy bastard?


LEWIS
(Sleepily)
I don't have to, Joe gave me the day off.


JENNIFER
You better fuckin answer it!


Cal sighs, sits up, and answers the phone.


LEWIS
(Into Phone)
Cal Lewis. This better be important. (Beat) No shit? (Beat) Yeah, yeah. I can come. (Beat) There's a BP station near the Maryland border, I can meet you there.


He hangs up, and gets up in a hurry to get dressed. Jennifer sits up and watches him for a moment before speaking.


JENNIFER
What are you doing?


LEWIS
Anthony Uright has something major to show me. We're going to meet at a gas station near the Maryland border. Appearantly it has something to do with Michael King.


JENNIFER
I'm coming too!


LEWIS
Like hell you are!


JENNIFER
Don't argue with me Cal, or I'll beat the crap out of you with the riding crop...


LEWIS
Ok, fine. Get dressed!


CUT TO:


	48  EXT. BP GAS STATION - NIGHT  48


There is a light rain as the Lewis' car pulls in. It's a lonely gas station. Only one other car is there, and it's Anthony Uright's. He stands outside with the file folder in his hand. Cal and Jennifer get out and walk over to him.


URIGHT
Take a look at these. In my own organization, Michael King paid for the silence of several agents. Kate Andrews is not dead. Her memory was erased and she was sent to live in southern France. Nothing else is known about her whereabouts.


LEWIS
What else?


URIGHT
Michael King has been working the entire time to usurp the Presidency, and he's being helped by Senator James Riggs. There is also some proof that someone within the White House is helping King. Although we have no identity on them. Riggs is appearantly having second thoughts. Senator Martel overheard a conversation between King and Riggs, and related that the discussion was somewhat heated and that Riggs wanted out.


LEWIS
The thing to do is get some sort of confession from Riggs. Is Senator Martel secure?


URIGHT
Absolutely. The only problem is, we can't authorize any kind of tactic on Riggs without Blake's permission. There is also proof here that King has committed murders. This man is dangerous and he has to be stopped. We must confer with the President in the morning. Take the file and catch yourself up. We'll see the President tomorrow morning.


Uright simply nods, gets in his car and drives away.


JENNIFER
We should get the hell out of here too, babe.


LEWIS
Yeah. It's raining out here...


CUT TO:


	49  INT. LEWIS' CAR - SAME  49


Cal is looking at the file while Jennifer drives. It's silent for a second.


JENNIFER
Politics is really done like that?


LEWIS
Sadly, yes. We've all done things we're not proud of, but shame and murder are two different things. According to this, King is not only a murderer, but he's now in the process of committing treason.


JENNIFER
Can I read the file?


LEWIS
Are you sure you want to? Open up Pandora's Box and you can't close it up again.


She nods. She pulls the car over and takes the file from his hand. She looks through it, then stops. HER POV: A black and white photo of a fish eaten corpse.


JENNIFER
Oh my god.


LEWIS
His name was Nathan Reilly. He attended some of my functions when I was in the House. Do you remember he died in what was called a boating accident? He must've had something on King.


JENNIFER
I think I'm gonna be sick...


LEWIS
That's the new face of American politics. Bills and laws are only passed with a secret baptisim of blood.


JENNIFER
Have you ever?...


LEWIS
What do you think?


JENNIFER
Just answer me.


LEWIS
No... I've destroyed careers, and used intimidation, but I've never killed... Directly.


JENNIFER
What does that mean?


LEWIS
I'm sorry. But your clearance is not high enough to disclose such information. (Beat) Just drive. I need to study this file and get to Blake by the morning.


CUT TO:


	50  INT. WHITE HOUSE LOUNGE - MORNING  50


Blake is tying the bowtie on his tuxedo when Lewis bursts in.


LEWIS
Joe, this is urgent!


BLAKE
I thought I told you to take some time off...


LEWIS
Well, I didn't. I need you to look at this!


Blake takes the file from Lewis and looks over it. A horrified expression is painted on his face.


BLAKE
According to this, Kate Andrews is somewhere in the south of France. Michael King has not only murdered people, but he's trying to force my resignation so he can assume the Presidency.


LEWIS
Also, according to Senator Martel, he overheard King talking about the plan with Senator Riggs. Riggs was a little shaky.


BLAKE
Does Uright know about all this?


LEWIS
He's the one who gave me the file.


BLAKE
Why wasn't I told about this?


LEWIS
Sam Wilson wouldn't let anyone see you last night, as per your orders.


Blake realizes what he has done.


BLAKE
This delay in time could be disasterous. King has a huge advantage over us. We have a mole, in fact, we must've had more than one. Kate Andrews had to have been working with him. What can we do?


LEWIS
Well, we can get something from Riggs, and confront King at the dinner tonight.


BLAKE
How?


Lewis gives him a little wink and smile and hands him his cell phone.


LEWIS
Call Uright. He'll know what to do...


CUT TO:


	51  EXT. OUTSIDE RIGGS' HOME - MORNING  51


Riggs emerges from his house, walks down the steps, coughs, and begins his walk to work. He greets his neighbor, an ELDERLY MAN in a polo shirt. 


RIGGS
It's a beautiful morning, Hank.


As he's walking, two MEN IN SUITS begin following him. Riggs doesn't notice them as he greets some of his other neighbors as the men in suits steadily gain on him. Once he turns the corner, they grab him. He struggles as a car pulls up, they drag him in and drive away.


CUT TO:


	52  INT. WHITE HOUSE LOUNGE - MORNING  52


Riggs is brought in, kicking and shouting. Blake is still sitting in his chair in his tuxedo. Lewis sits in the background, as does Uright. The two men plop Riggs down across from Blake who doesn't react to Riggs' acid.


RIGGS
What the hell is this, Blake?! You've got your goons grab me while I'm on the way to work?!... I'm a powerful enemy, Joe! I'll never forget this! 


BLAKE
Shut up. This isn't about you. This is about this office. Turk, I know you have respect for this office. You've spent your life serving this country, so I know that you know how important this is. That is why I need you to tell me everything about Michael King's efforts to commit treason by forcing me from office to assume power for himself.


RIGGS
(Low)
You don't scare me, Joe. I was killing dinks knee deep in rice while you were still shitting in your pants. You better realize this is gonna destroy your administration. Kidnapping and threatening the leaders of the Republican party...


Uright stands up and walks over.


URIGHT
Senator, we have overwhelming evidence that you were involved in this plot. It can be proven in court. If that happens, then you can kiss your cushy office goodbye, and spend the rest of your life as a prisoner of the state.


LEWIS
(Off in the corner)
Riggs, the American people are in a lean and angry mood. We can make things much worse for you and the Speaker than you can for us...


BLAKE
Now, the White House is prepared to offer you immunity for a full confession on your part. 


Blake reaches into his pocket and pulls out a tape recorder.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
I want to know the full plan, including everyone who was targeted in any way. You will remain anonymous publicly. If there is a leak, we can still protect you by claiming you merely were coming to us with information you stumbled upon. (Beat) Alright Senator... 'fess up.


Riggs looks down at the tape recorder, realizing he's been caught.


CUT TO:


	53  INT. WHITE HOUSE LOUNGE - TIME ELAPSE  53


It's a little later, and Riggs is confessing everything into the tape recorder.


RIGGS
...So, that's when King came to me with the plan. 


BLAKE
Was anyone targeted for any harm?


RIGGS
No. 


BLAKE
Was Ms. Andrews the only one within my administration aware of the plan?


RIGGS
No. Someone else was. King only told me that he does not know this man's identity, but he's the one who has been helping to sabatoge your administration in exchange for a great deal of money that was supposed to be paid upon your resignation. I don't know if the plan has changed or not.


Blake gives a suspicious nod to Lewis and Uright.


BLAKE
Who else was a specific target?


RIGGS
Senator Christine Kirke was going to be used as a scapegoat. I was against the idea, but King forced it. He wanted her to distract you, get information from you to me, and have me pass it along to him so that he could plant stories within the press. 


BLAKE
What is the plan for her now?


RIGGS
I don't know. I was going to pressure her for information tonight. I don't know anything else.


BLAKE
I want you to go home and get ready for the dinner tonight. King will be confronted then. You will say nothing and you'll be fine, got it?


RIGGS
Yeah.


BLAKE
Secret Service will take you home.


Blake nods and the two agents who brought Riggs escort him out.


LEWIS
Do you have a plan?


BLAKE
Tony, I want you to have some covert people shadowing King tonight.


URIGHT
You got it.


BLAKE
Send Sam Wilson in when you go...


Uright nods and exits. A moment later, Wilson enters.


WILSON
Yes, sir?


BLAKE
Sam, I want you to get some Secret Service to eyeball King tonight. Oh, and make sure not to tell anyone else. Tell the other cabinet members the information.


WILSON
I'll take care of it, sir. Also, I should remind you that we need to be at the hotel in four hours.


BLAKE
Thanks, Sam.


Wilson nods and leaves.


LEWIS
You're giving them all false information?


BLAKE
No. But you see there's something you didn't know about. The mole will tip King off. I spoke to a judge last night and had wiretaps put in on all of the phones, including yours.


LEWIS
Well, you son of a bitch...


BLAKE
Think about when the suicide note showed up... I had to be suspicious of anything like that. So, I got some wiretaps. I've been preparing this alot longer than you thought.


Lewis looks incredulous at his industriousness. Blake merely smiles.


BLAKE
This is why I am the President and you aren't, Cal.


CUT TO:


	55  INT. KING'S HOME - DAY  55


King is unaware of what Riggs has said and is putting on his tuxedo. He assumes tonight is the end of the road for the Blake administration and thusly, he seems content. He checks his garments in the mirror and once satisfied he turns the corner to the other room. Laying on a chair is the black leather briefcase. King kneels down and opens the briefcase. We get a good look at the amount of money inside. It's alot. King makes a mental count before closing and latching it up once more. As he does so, we hear a cell phone beep. King takes the phone out of his pocket and reads the text message aloud to himself.


KING
(Reading the message)
"Riggs talked. Blake is going to blindside you at tonight's dinner for reporters".


King thinks a moment. He then dials a number on his cell phone.


KING
(Into Phone)
This is King. Riggs gave us up to Blake. (Beat) I think we need a new plan. We'll have to have something to bargain with. (Beat) No, never mind that. I think what we need to do is break his heart. (Beat) Christine Kirke. She lives on Wisconsin Avenue, and she drives a white Continental. It's the only white one there. (Beat) Get her, bring her to room 421, take some pictures, and I'll meet you then.


He hangs up.


CUT TO:


	56  EXT. CHRISTINE'S HOME - EVENING  56


Christine, dressed elegantly in a flowing black gown, emerges from her house and locks the door behind her. She walks to her car, but is intercepted by two men in ski masks. 


CHRISTINE
What the hell is this?


They grab her but she fights. As she pushes one of them away, the other quickly hits her in the back of the head. She falls forward, unconcious, and they put her in their car and drive off.


CUT TO:


	57  INT. HOTEL LOBBY - EVENING  57


King walks in carrying the briefcase. The DESK CLERK, a young man in his early twenties, greets him warmly.


CLERK
Mr. Speaker, it's wonderful to see you again. There were two men who asked for your usual room as per your request.


KING
Yeah, did you let them in.


CLERK
Absolutely, sir. May I take your bag up to your room?


KING
No, that's not necessary. I'll take it myself.


The clerk nods and King passes.


CUT TO:


	58  INT. MEN'S BATHROOM - SAME  58


King walks in carrying the briefcase. He goes to the third stall, enters it, and carefully places the briefcase in the corner, and walks away.


CUT TO:


	59  INT. OUTSIDE THE BATHROOM - SAME  59


King closes the door, takes the key out of his pocket, and locks the door before going up to his room.


CUT TO:


	60  INT. ROOM 421 - SAME  60


King enters. We can see the two henchmen standing guard, and he greets them with his big grin and a nod. He looks over and sees Christine tied to a chair with a gag in her mouth.


KING
Did you take the pictures?


HENCHMAN
Yeah.


He hands King several photos. He looks through each of them and smiles, then pockets them. He goes over to where Christine is sitting and pulls off the duct tape.


KING
We don't need this anymore... Now isn't that better?


CHRISTINE
Why would you do this?


KING
Christine, sometimes there are things that are beyond our comprehension. It's really too bad that you had to have this soft spot in your heart for Joe Blake. You were a good little Senator.


CHRISTINE
Richard tipped me off not to talk to you. I know exactly what's going on. I'm not some naiive little girl, Mike. You wanted to be able to bring Joe's downfall through a sex scandal, and you had all those horrible things like the Camelot Order attack. You use people like Riggs, and me. What do you have to show for it? Nothing.


KING
Christine, that's gonna change. Tonight, I'm grabbing the brass ring. See, he's gonna resign tonight when he sees where you are, he's gonna have to take my little deal. See, he still cares about you.


CHRISTINE
I know he does. But in no way will he or should he resign in favor of a son of a bitch like you. I'd rather die than be a part of this.


KING
I can arrange that, y'know. (Beat) But don't worry. I wouldn't. Hell, you might just end up with your happily ever after anyway. You and Blake can still go off into the sunset in a black limousine. Everything has a price though, babe.


He turns and leaves.


CUT TO:


	61  INT. HOTEL BALLROOM - EVENING  61


We see a GLOVED HAND slowly open the briefcase to reveal the money. The hand takes out one of the wads of cash, flips through it, then plops it back down again before latching the briefcase back up and placing it gently underneath a table.


DISSOLVE TO:


	62  INT. HOTEL BALLROOM - NIGHT  62


Almost everyone we've come in contact with throughout this ordeal is there with some notable exceptions. Everyone looks immaculate in their tuxedos and their gowns. Senator Riggs sits in a low-key section, not wanting to attract King's attention when he arrives. Washington really does know how to throw a party as all manner of foods and drink are being served by waiters dressed with white coats and bowties. It's really quite a serene scene. King strolls in confidantly and takes his seat at his designated table. At the head table, (Occupied by Blake, Lewis, Colonel Smith, Mrs. Lewis, Senator Martel and Sam Wilson) Blake and Lewis speak to one another.


LEWIS
There's the man himself. 


BLAKE
Yep. But he's not the one I'm interested in. We know his motives. The badguy we wanna watch out for is the mole.


Blake turns to Wilson.


BLAKE
Sam, how many agents are eyeballing King tonight?


WILSON
I have six assigned to him, and they'll report back to me with any details every ten minutes exactly.


BLAKE
Good. (To Martel) Richard, why don't we get this show on the road.


Martel nods and walks up to the podium. The band slows and soon stops play, and everyone who was talking silences slowly and begin to focus their attention on the old man.


MARTEL
Tonight, I'd like to welcome all of you to tonight's gala event. As you all may know, this is to honor Colonel Henry J. Smith, who's retiring after 40 years of service in the Joint Chiefs...


The spotlight shines on Smith, who gives a wave and a gallant smile.


MARTEL (CONT'D)
We started in the government together, Henry. Tonight, we will hear from some of those who knew him and could appreciate his service the best. First up to speak will be a man who first met Henry, when he was a Congressional page, just starting out. Secretary of Defense, Paul Russell.


Russell stands at his table, all smiles. He walks to the podium, shakes Martel's hand, as he goes to sit back down, then goes over to Smith and gives him an appreciative hug before he takes his place.


RUSSELL
Thank you, Richard. Y'know, when I first started out here, I was a Congressional page. Colonel Smith was always a great guy to talk to, and later on, I found myself reconnecting with him years later as I became a member of the Armed Services Committee, and I'm saddened to see him go, as Secretary of Defense. Colonel Smith, you've served this country with gallantry, honor, and distinction. From the bottom of my heart, I thank you.


Russell raises his wine glass in a toast, and makes his way back to his table. Martel returns to the podium.


MARTEL
Thank you, Mr. Secretary. We will now hear from the Secretary of State, Cal Lewis, Jr.


There is polite applause as Cal and Martel exchange the podium.


LEWIS
Y'know, I've been living here in this city since I was eighteen years old. As a college student at Georgetown, and as a member of Congress, and now as Secretary of State. One of the first people I met here that became a lifelong friend was Colonel Smith. He, apart from being a loyal and dedicated officer, was also an expert on foreign policy, and a man like my own father. I want to keep these comments brief because he has been such a great influence on my life, and he means so much to me, not just as an officer, but as a human being. He deserves all the thanks and praise we can give him, and it's hard to see him go. Thank you, Henry. I can speak for my beautiful wife as well when I say that we love you with all our hearts. Go in peace.


Cal breaks down in tears as he leaves the podium. Jennifer stands and embraces him with a kiss.


LEWIS
Thanks, babe.


JENNIFER
Cal, might that have been real human feeling we saw up there?


LEWIS
Yeah, just don't tell anybody.


The couple take thier seats and Smith leans in to speak to Cal.


SMITH
(Low)
You know, I'll always love you as if you were my own son.


LEWIS
I know, Henry.


SMITH
Thanks so much for the good words, Cal.


They hug. Martel takes a moment before he returns to the podium.


MARTEL
That was one of the strongest tributes I think we've ever heard. It's ironic that the Secretary thinks of Colonel Smith as a father figure. It's now my pleasure to introduce a man who was like my son during our service in the Senate together. Ladies and gentleman, The President of the United States, Mr. Joseph Blake!


Blake stands to a thunderous ovation. He smiles and gives a wave before shaking hands with Martel and taking command of the podium.


BLAKE
First of all, thank you Richard for agreeing to emcee tonight. I would like to say that in my time as President, I've learned, as have many other Chief Executives have, to seek those you trust for their advice. Henry Smith was one of those people. Not just for me, but for every President since after the end of the Vietnam War. That is the extent of his influence, and it provides a lasting tribute to how well he knew the world. Tonight, we say goodbye to a true patriot, and we thank him for all he's done for us. For although this chapter is over, I'm sure if you asked him, Henry Smith would say the future is bright. Today we say goodbye and thank you to the past, and we warmly welcome in the future. Henry, thank you for all you've done. From every one of the Commander-in-Chiefs that you provided such brilliant advice to. We salute you.


Blake turns to Smith and gives him a military salute. Smith stands and returns the gesture with the strongest posture possible. Blake leaves the podium and shakes his hand. They exchange a few silent words before they sit back down, as the crowd applauds enthusiastically.


CUT TO:


King, sitting at his table glances at Riggs across the room. It's a tense moment as King studies his one time friend and hatred fills his eyes. Once the applause dies down, King snaps his fingers for a waiter.


KING
(Low)
Waiter, do me a favor. I want you to tell one of the gentlemen in the corner to tell the President that I wish to speak to him. Also, deliver a message to Senator Riggs across the table, and ask him to go up to room 421.


The waiter nods, and goes to deliver the messages.


KING
(To himself)
Let's see you rat this out, Turk.


CUT TO:


One of the Secret Service agents walks over to the head table and whispers the message he's been given in the President's ear.


BLAKE
Thank you, Jake. Tell the Speaker that I'll speak with him privately.


The agent leaves the table and Cal leans in to speak.


LEWIS
Want me to go with you?


BLAKE
No. I'm a big boy, Cal. I can do this myself.


Blake stands and adjusts his jacket before walking out of the shot.


CUT TO:


	63  INT. OUTSIDE ROOM 421 - SAME  63


Riggs has recieved his message and has gotten to the floor. He searches each number before finding the right one. He knocks on the door, recieving no answer.


RIGGS
Mike, you up here?


No answer. Riggs knocks again. The door opens, and Riggs walks in.


CUT TO:


	64  INT. ROOM 421 - SAME  64


Riggs enters to see Christine tied up and frantically trying to warn him to leave.


RIGGS
Christine, what's going on here?


CHRISTINE
(Quickly)
Riggs, get the hell out of here before they...


Before she can finish, one of King's Henchman pops into view and shoots Riggs in the chest with a silenced 9mm. Riggs falls. Critically wounded, but not dead. He holds his hand to the wound as the other henchman reveals himself.


CHRISTINE
What the hell is wrong with you?! I swear to god, when I speak to the President!...


the first henchman backhands her across the face.


HENCHMAN #1
Shut up! I could blow your fucking head off, bitch!


HENCHMAN #2
What do we do with Riggs? He ain't dead.


HENCHMAN #1
No, but he can bleed to death. Get him up on the couch and tie his hands.


The two men haul Riggs over to the couch and tie his hands. He fights them the whole way.


RIGGS
(Weak)
I was three years in the bush, cheesedick. I got chunks of guys like you in my stool.


HENCHMAN #1
As soon as the Speaker gives us the word, I'm gonna blow her away, and then I'm gonna blow you away. 


The two henchman leave for the other room. Christine struggles with her binds.


CHRISTINE
I'm so sorry, Turk. I'll find a way to get you out of here, I promise.


RIGGS
(Weakly)
Don't you worry about me, sweetheart. I got what I deserved.


CHRISTINE
I don't think so, Riggs. You were manipulated by King, just like he's done to so many others. It's not your fault. I know it. If I could get my phone, I could send a text message to Joe. He'll come through for us, Riggs. I know he will.


Riggs can only offer a sighing smile.


CUT TO:


	65  INT. HOTEL BALLROOM - SAME  65


On one end, Michael King, looking confidant and smiling. On the other, Joe Blake, serious and intense. This is thier first meeting of the film, and the music builds to highlight the suspense as the two men size each other up for a considerable amount of time. Finally, they walk close enough to speak to one another.


BLAKE
Don't bother, Mike. I know everything about your plans to discredit my administration, and I know about what you did to Kate Andrews. I also know about the murders you've committed since you came to the Speakership. I know everything, and I've got to say, for someone with so much expirience, you went about this whole deal rather sloppily.


King laughs, and just as soon as it had appeared, the smile disappears from his face.


KING
Blake, you don't know a goddamned thing. See, you only have half the story. For someone so idealistic, I would've expected as much. I have something for you to see...


King reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out the photos of Christine bound up, and hands them to Blake. The President looks through them frantic and angry. Each photo horrifies him more than the last.


KING (CONT'D)
You didn't wonder why you didn't see Christine tonight?


BLAKE
Adding another credit for your prison resume?


KING
Hardly, Joe. I want you to go to the podium right now, and announce your resignation due to health problems.


BLAKE
(Not backing down)
What if I don't?


King pulls his cell phone out of his pocket.


KING
You still don't get it. Right now in room 421, two of my men are holding her. I make a little call and your ex-girlfriend or whatever the hell she is, gets a bullet in the head. (Beat) You understand that, don't you?! You resign now, and she walks away. The two of you go off into the sunset and have a house, children, white picket fence, the works. Don't, and she'd dead.


Blake pauses, pained. He seems to finally be contemplating it. He turns to head toward the podium, but in a flash of adrenaline and anger, he turns and hits King violently before grabbing his arm. The old man struggles, but age has slowed him, and he can't push Blake off. Having been caught off guard, several people and the Secret Service agents spring into action to seperate them. 


BLAKE
(Above the din)
Get his phone! Get his goddamned phone!


King tries desperately to push them off, but to no avail. One of the agents grabs his phone while two others handcuff him. Sam Wilson, Cal, Anthony Uright, and some others rush over to help the President, who is bleeding from the lip.


WILSON
Sir, I think everyone needs to be told the whole story...


BLAKE
You're right, Sam. I don't want King removed yet, though. I want him to hear these charges in front of everyone. (To Uright) Get up to room 421 as fast as you can. Don't go alone. Do it quietly.


URIGHT
Cal, you can handle a gun, right?


LEWIS
Yeah, but shouldn't it be one of your guys?


URIGHT
The President left me explicit instructions to leave as many men here as possible. I can take another one, but that's it. 


LEWIS
Fine. I'll go with you guys, I mean, we're probably not gonna run into anything, right...


They are out quickly and covertly while the rest of everybody focuses on what has been going on. Russell steps forward to check on the President as he takes the podium.


RUSSELL
Mr. President, are you alright, sir? 


BLAKE
Yes I am, Paul. Actually, stick around right here, for me, would you?


RUSSELL
Of course, Mr. President.


The crowd quiets down as Blake takes charge.


BLAKE
Ladies and gentleman, please calm down. I believe you are owed and explanation to the true story. (Beat) As you all know, this city brings out the worst in us. It can be cruel, toxic, and downright personal when the bickering starts. Well, this place also has a vile history of some politicians who will do anything to get ahead. Michael King, apart from being a well-respected lawmaker, is also a kidnapper, an exthorter, and a murderer. In an attempt to gain the Presidency, he first used Kate Andrews to undermine our efforts to bring about the change we had so desired. When he was done with her, he had her memory erased, and dumped her off somewhere in Europe. As we speak, agents are working to secure passage to bring her home so that she can be psychologically analyzed and hopefully have her memory returned. He then kidnapped Senator Christine Kirke, and attempted to bargain her life with my resignation. He also many years ago, had a young page named Nathan Reilly murdered, and covered it up to look like a boating accident. These are facts that can be proven in a court of law. Not only that, but another member of my administration bargained to help him commit treason for payment of cash...


Blake steps down from the podium and walks over to one of the tables, He lifts the table cloth and pulls the black leather briefcase out from under the table, and opens it up for everyone to see.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
That member of my administration was sitting right here at dinner, and is among us right now... Paul Russell.


King looks surprised to find out who it is. 


KING
Well, I'll be goddamned... Him?!


RUSSELL
Wait a minute! I don't understand this at all. I never would compromise this country in such a way! Mr. President, you've made a terrible mistake.


BLAKE
Paul, I had your phone, and the phones of every member of my administration legally tapped. When you and the others were told that the individual who worked with King had talked, I knew that the mole would tip King off. Well, the trace came from your phone, Paul. You're the only one who dialed King's number, and if you look on King's phone, you'll find Russell's text warning.


The Secret Service man with King's phone opens it up, presses a couple buttons, and nods to Blake.


BLAKE
Now just confirmed by a member of our Secret Service. Arrest him.


Russell has been found out. He panics, and pulls a gun from a holster hidden under his jacket. He grabs Blake and holds the gun tightly to his head. Everyone panics. The Secret Service men can't make a move.


RUSSELL
Stay back, you understand me?!... I swear to god, I'll blow his head off!


BLAKE
Paul, don't do this...


RUSSELL
I was just some mild-mannered little man who you could boss around and treat like dirt, huh, Joe? Well not now. Not anymore!


BLAKE
Paul, there are ladies present. Please, let's try not to hurt anyone...


RUSSELL
Shut up!


CUT TO:


	66  INT. OUTSIDE ROOM 421 - SAME  66


Outside the room, Uright, one of his men; JOSH, and Cal stand, guns ready. 


URIGHT
Alright, Mr. Secretary, Josh and I are gonna take care of it. You're not gonna have to worry about using that thing.


LEWIS
I still know how to use one.


URIGHT
Good for you. (Beat) Ok, Josh. Let's kick this pit.


Josh kicks the door in, and the three are in with Cal bringing up the rear.


CUT TO:


	67  INT. ROOM 421 - SAME  67


Josh, followed by Uright, then Lewis all rush in, they hardly can put together what they see when the two Henchman bull rush them. Josh shoots the second Henchman immidiately, only to be shot by the first Henchman. Uright gets his shot off on the first Henchman, who falls with his gun going off wildly. Uright bends down to check Josh's pulse. He's dead.


URIGHT
I think that's it. You alright, Mr. Secretary?


LEWIS
I think so. No gaping holes in me that I can see.


Uright sees Christine, then notices Riggs on the couch. He rushes over to the critically wounded man as Cal goes to and unties Christine.


LEWIS
I still don't like you, Senator. But, Joe's my best friend, and he loves you, so I can't just leave you like that, no matter how much I want to.


CHRISTINE
Yeah, well I don't like you either, Cal Lewis, Jr. But I am grateful that you are getting me out of here. We've gotta warn Joe about King.


LEWIS
No, all that's over. King's in custody. We're gonna find his mole now.


CHRISTINE
There's a mole?


LEWIS
I'll let Joe tell you the story. How's Senator Riggs?


CHRISTINE
He was talking with me for awhile, trying to stay alert, but he lost conciousness a little while ago. I'm really worried about him...


URIGHT
He's still alive, but his pulse is weak. We've gotta get him outta here...


Uright and Lewis haul Riggs up and bring his arms over their shoulders and begin dragging him out as fast as they can with Christine following close behind.


CUT TO:


	68  INT. HOTEL BALLROOM - SAME  68


Russell still holds the President at gunpoint. The crowd is becoming antsy. The situation is dicy, and it really seems as if there's no hope at all for Blake, and it looks like Russell will kill him on his way out in a blaze of glory. The meek, hesitant man was just a charade. Russell is now past the point of no return, and he knows it.


WILSON
Russell, this is really out of hand! Please put down the gun for the love of god!


RUSSELL
Sam, you'd do anything to protect this lump of shit, wouldn't you? He owns your soul, Wilson. You don't even belong here. 


MARTEL
Paul, please...


RUSSELL
Shove it up your ass, old man! I swear to god, he's dead! You keep talking, you'll join him in hell!


BLAKE
Just do what he says...


CHRISTINE (OS)
Joey...


We see Christine entering the ballroom now. She doesn't seem to have any fear of Russell. Her only concern is for the man she loves. The crazed Secretary holds the gun tight to Blake's head. Really pressing it in now, trying to hurt him. Following Christine in, far behind are Uright and Lewis. Both perplexed now at the situation.


LEWIS
What the hell did I miss?


BLAKE
Paul was the mole, Cal...


LEWIS
Gee, thanks for giving me the heads up.


CHRISTINE
Please, don't do this. It's over, Russell. There's no point to it anymore. You've got a wife and kids, Paul... You know what it is to love someone. Please don't do this to the man that I love...


Her pleading tones only harden his expression. 


RUSSELL
Senator, you really should back up. You're going to kill him if you come any closer.


She stops.


BLAKE
I promise when this is over Christine, I'm going to marry you. When my Presidency is over, we'll have the rest of forever to ourselves.


Tears stream down her face.


CHRISTINE
You're not going to run again?


He confirms it to her with his eyes. 


RUSSELL
This is very touching. But it ends now...


As Russell finishes the sentance, he is whacked in the back by Colonel Smith who has stood up and slowly made his way behind him during the whole ordeal. This knocks Russell off balance momentarily. He pushes the old military man to the floor. Blake uses the opening to punch Russell right in the face, but he's not going down without a fight. He coldcocks the President hard with the gun. Blake falls to the ground. Russell takes aim, but before he can get the shot off, BANG! He's been shot. He tries to turn, but BANG! BANG! Russell topples over himself, and into the podium. He slumps over, dead. The crowd makes a scream after each shot, but the ordeal is over. Christine rushes over to Blake to help him up, while Cal helps up Colonel Smith.


LEWIS
Henry, that was amazing! You saved his life.


SMITH
Well, I didn't, really. You're the one that did it. Just like a man once said. "We've all gotta do one good thing before we go". I figure I did two. Hitting him with my cane, and teaching you how to shoot a gun. It's a good thing too, because I ain't got much time left.


LEWIS
You're a good man, Henry.


SMITH
Go be with your wife, Cal. I'm as fine as I'm ever gonna be...


Cal rushes over to Jennifer and embraces her. She gives him a playful smile, now that all is well.


JENNIFER
Nice shootin', Tex.


LEWIS
It was nothin'.


They embrace again. We then go to FOCUS ON Blake and Christine. Everyone hovers over him, as he tries to back them off.


BLAKE
It's alright, I'm fine. (To agent) Get King outta here.


The one agant grabs King who pulls behind to get his last word in.


KING
(Mocking)
Thanks for letting me stay to see the show. See ya in twenty, Blake.


King is lead away to spend probably the rest of his life in prison. It seems so surreal. He came so close to the Presidency, and now he is on his way to being a convicted felon.


BLAKE
I doubt it.


Once he's made his way through the hoards of people trying to help him out. He first goes to shake hands with Colonel Smith, then he embraces Christine. The world slows down around them.


CHRISTINE
You really mean that you won't run again?


BLAKE
Hell no! I can't deal with all this for another four years! 


They manage to laugh at his humorless joke.


BLAKE (CONT'D)
I was blind to it before, but now I can see it. I have friends like Cal, Jennifer, Richard... I have an efficent staff lead by Sam. I have the love of a beautiful lady. What more could I want? To be President, is what I thought I wanted, but it's not. I will do what I promised to do, preserve, protect, defend. After that, who knows what will happen for me?


CHRISTINE
How about a family?


BLAKE
Sounds good to me, babe.


They embrace in a passionate kiss as we...


DISSOLVE TO:


	69  EXT. PARK - DAY  69


SUPERIMPOSED: THREE YEARS LATER.


It's an outdoor wedding. Christine has made her way down the makeshift asile in between the seating. She looks absolutely stunning in her white gown. At the "altar", with the PREACHER in center, Blake stands sturdy and smiling with Cal right behind him. The bridesmaids look typically comical with Jennifer standing out as someone we know. We can recall the faces of almost everyone there. They were all important in their own way. Martel stands to give the bride away. We can't really make any of the words out over the flowing music, but we know what's going on. The rings are placed on each other's fingers, and the "I do's" are said.


PREACHER
...Now by the power vested in me by the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, I now pronounce you man and wife. You may kiss the bride.


Blake lifts her vail, and the wedding is sealed with the kiss. 


CHRISTINE
Where shall we go for our honeymoon, Mr. President?


BLAKE
Wherever our dreams can take us, Mrs. Blake?


They make a mad dash to the waiting limo as everyone cheers and throws rice at them. There are some happy tears shed, but lots of applause.


CUT TO:


	70  INT. NEWS STUDIO - SAME  70


On the screen, we are basically watching what has been going on in real time. John Yoname sits behind his desk, amazingly, he has kept his job in spite of everything.


YONAME
...And so, you've just seen it live from Pittsburgh, Pa. Former President, Joseph Blake and Senator Christine Kirke are now husbund and wife. Coming from two different sides, it just proves that we all can come together and love one another without the partisan bitterness and evil that has so long clouded Washington and the nation. In this union, we have seen that two people, who actually disagreed many times over the years, come together to form a sacred bond. We should all be so lucky to realize such a beautiful ending to a beautiful story. In Washington, this is John Yoname, wishing you a good evening. 


FADE OUT.


FINIS









